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Civil rights, conduct charges pitted
Blacks firmly uphold actions,
deny llisrupting alu1n.ni bllnquet

Nem Analysis

By Johanna Comisak
Editor- in-chief

After more than 12 hours of
questioning 22 witnesses
Monday and Tuesday, the MSU
Board of Regents went into
executive session to decide the
status of four black students
charged with disruption of the
alumni smorgasbord Nov. 6.
The Regents spent just over
three hours in executive session
Tuesday night before reaching a
decision.
The students requesting the
appeal hearing, .after being
suspended Cor one semester
under a decision made by the
faculty disciplinary committee
in December, were Michael
Lowery and James Van Leer II,
Madisonville; Ulysses Parker,
Louisville; and James Mapp,
Chatanooga, Tenn.
Attorney William Allison of
Louisville represented the black
students, while James Overbey
and Don A. Jones of Murray
were the luwyet"S for the
University.
A decision was made by the
Regent.'! 'ruesday night, but
members decided they would
not announce it until 48 hours
alter a letter had been posted
notifying Allison of the
outcome.
Questions were put to the
witnesses by the attorneys and
the Board members. Joseph
Whittle, county attorney of
Grayson County and
vice-chairman of the Board,
presided over the hearing.
Regent Harry Lee Waterfield and
ex·officio member Dr. Lyman
Ginger were absent.

Allison pointed to the fact
that Regents Dr. C. E. Howard
of Mayfield attended the alumni
banquet and asked if Dr.
Howard felt he could be
impartial. Dr. Howard was not at
the Tuesday ses.-.ion.

Witnesses
Witnesses for the University
presented te:;timony first at the
de nova hearing. Those called
were: MSU president Dr. Harry
M. Sparks; Charles Eldridge,
director of school relations;
Mancil Vinson, director of
alumni affairs; Dr. Thomas
Hogancamp, vice-president for
administrative affairs; Joe Green,
chief or security at :MSU; J. Matt
Sparkman, vice-,president for
student affairs; Jack Gardner,
assistant. personnel director;
Billy Joe Puckett, director of the
MSU Foundation; and security
officers Lindo Riley, Hardy
Kelso, Charles Kemp, and Joe
Beard.
Appearing for the other side
were These students: Lowery;
Van Leer; Mapp; Parker; Carolyn
Smith, Murray; Mary Crawford,
Salem; Georgia Farrow,
Hopkinsville; Dottie Crawford,
Salem; Yolanda Brewster,
Chicago; and Sharon Frazier,
Paducah.

Charges against blacks
The faculty disciplinary
committee made the decision to
suspend the four students for
one semester after reviewing five
charges against them. These
charges were:
1. Forcibly entering into a

University function, namely the
alumni banquet.
2. Creating disturbance at
said function.
3. Refusal to leave the
alumni banquet upon request of
University officials.
4. Resisting University
police while being removed from
the building.
6. Using vulgar and profand
language while resisting arrest.
Defense for the four
revolved around attempts to
show that the students' action
did not constitute grounds for
these charges. Testimony by the
two sides was contradictory at
times.
Witnesses on both sides
evades direct answers to
questions and began
explanations when a "yes" or
"no'. was all that was called for.
Several times during the
proceedings Whittle directed the
witnesses to answer the question
asked only and made statements
similar to "I'm going to ask you
to confine It to the issue." He
also asked that questions be
restricted to development of
fact..c;.
'I'he black students
maintained their entry into the
ballroom of the Waterfield
Student Union Bldg. was
orderly. Carolyn Smith said she
saw no one pushed out or the
way as the group of blacks
entered the ballroom.
Vinson said, "I saw no
pushing or shoving at the door."
Mapp recalled "coming in
quietly and orderly." The

In yesterday's election

Wails is vice-president
Vivien Walls, a senior from
Louisville, was elected yesterday
to fill the remainder or the
present term of vice-president of
the Student Government. The
position was left vacant by
Dennis Estes who resigned
because or Ill health.
Miss Walls won the election
by a write-in ballot, as Sharon
Sparks was the only otficial
candidate. Miss Sparks' petition
for election was the only one
deemed eligible by the Judicial
Review Board.
Miss Walls and David Curtis

also filed petitions. Both
petitions, however, were
disqualified.
David Curtis, now serving as
president of the sophomore class
In the student organization, was
disqualified because the position
requires that the candidate to be
at least a junior In the fall
semester of the term for which
he is elected.
The present term for
vice-,president ends with the
regular spring Student
Government elections,
tentatively scheduled for
sometime In April. Curtis will
not be classified a junior until
after this semester.
Vivian Walls, presenUy
serving as independent
representative to tbe student
organization, was disqualified
because or her grade point
standing. At the time her
petition was filed, Miss Walls'
records contained two
incomplete grades for last
semester.

VIVIEN WALLS

Because of illness during
final examinations last semester,
she was unable to complete the
requirements of two courses.
The requirements were to be
completed yesterday In time for
her to qualify for election.

The ele<:tion of Miss Walls
to the position marked the first
time a write-in candidate has
won a Student Government
election at MSU.
'ferry Yates, chairman of.
the elections committee for the
student organization, said paper
ballots were used in the election
because of the complications
involved In using a voting
machine with a write·in
candidate.

Vote totals

102

Vivien A. Walls
Dave Curtis
Sharon Sparks

81
59

Those receiving write· in votes
Included: Willie Mays,
William Abbott, John Roberts,
Hal Mullins, Kim Smith,
Mattie Torno, Dennis C. Nail,
Barbara Carson, Tom O'Dell,
Jan Hammond, Barbard
Keebler.
'I'otal votes:

253

students said no one asked them
to present tickets to get into the
banquet.

Ticket issue
The matter of tickets being
required for entry into the
ballroom became a major Issue.
Vinson stressed that all news
stories he saw carried
information about getting

started to speak.
On several occuasions
Allison questioned the wltnes.~s
as to whether they felt the
presence of the black group was
intimidating. Vinson said he was
"only concerned with the
inability to proceed" with the
luncheon.
Georgia Farrow said any
intimidation felt by the alumni
was probably because whites
"may feel blacks are always out
to get them."
Entry of the group carrying

Photo by Lnm Sandmky

Rt>gen~
Black Student Union secre...-y Fredricka Jones and one of
the four black student accuwd of disrup1ino the alumni
banquet, Michael Lowery, confer with the studentt' attnrney
William Allison of Louisville at the Mondey session of the appeal
hearing.

4 lllada JarP.

tickets for the smorgasbord. what they called a ''black
Allison showed the assemblage dignity flag" was to express
an advertisement in the Murray grievances, the black witnesses
Democrat that made no mention repeated over and over. Mapp,
of prices or tickets for chosen spokesman at an earlier
admission.
Black Student Union meeting.
"One would think you said, "My purpose was to voice
wouldn't have to have a ticket to grievances in general."
go in the door," Allison
It had been decided at the
concluded.
Nov. 4 BSU meeting to voice
grievances to the alumni at the
Jo'elt no permission needed
Time and again the black smotgasbord. Georgia Fanow
students emphasized that they testified that the vote to take
felt they did not need this course was not unanimous.
permission to enter the Asked who made the motion,
gathering, especially since the she said, "Maybe Crystal
SUB is a facility to be used by Mobley."
students, faculty, and alumni
Mapp and other students
alike.
related that upon coming into
At the same time, the the ballroom Dr. Sparks
students contended that they approached the group and said,
created no disturbance at teb "This isn't the way to do it. Go
smorgasbord. Some said the ahead, but don't expect any help
alumni began rattling silverware from me." The blacks said they
and banging on glasses and gathered from this statement
tables. Two of the black that they had Dr. Sparks'
witnesses said they saw an permission to speak.
alumnus pick up a chair and
Dr. Sparks said be tought
advance toward the blacks.
Dr. Hogancamp referred to the students had ,c ome
the belligerent manner in which concerning a request of $2,000
the luncheon was disrupted, for BSU acllvitles which had
pointing to the "manner of been turned down by the
speech" and "tone or voice" of Regents. "This is the only
the students. He demonstrated grievance I had seen in writing
the way he saw Mapp "waving up to this time," he added.
his fist in a strong manner." He Were they aRked to leave?
continued, "This was without a
"At no time did Dr. Sparks
question a disruption."
ask us to leave,'' said Mapp. On
Mapp him..~lf said he yelled the other hand, Dr. Hogancamp
"Hey!" three times to get the
(Continued on Page 20 l
attention of the alumni when he
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Enlistments Explained

VISTA completes Murray visit
VISTA, Volunteers in
Service to America, has visited
Murray State University.
Laurie Larson, Jay Hessey,
and Del Carvolhos from Brazil
arc .the three recruiters who
recently spent the last three davs
orienting MSU students io
VISTA.
These three recruiters,
whose headquarters Is Chapel
Hill, N.C., visit coiiPges in North
Carolina, South Carolina,
Tennessee, and Kentucky.
Each college is visited twk-e
a year. The first visit is called an
" advance." A recruiter talks to
administrator.; and arranges
times and plac~ where he can
show films or give a lalk.
The s&·ond visit is the
actual recruiting. .An interested
individual must complete an
application form to be
<'Onsidered for accPptance to Lhe
program.
"VJSTA Is more Interested
in how a person gets along with
individuals. A tran:;<:rlpt of your
grades is not required in
applying for VISTA," stated
Laurie Larson, a VISTA worker
from Paradise, Calif."
Eight character references
are requil'('d from applicants for
this reason.
After the application has
been processed, which may take
three months, and the individual
has been accepted, he will
receive an invitalion to join
through the mail.
The applicant must then
,. decide whether be will accept or
refuse the invitation. If he
accepts he calls the number
listed on lbe invitation and

French, Spanish
clubs celebrate
fiesta Thursday
The seeond annual Mardi
Gras Fiesta will be held
Thursday, Feb. 10 from 7 p.m.
to 10 p.m. in the SUB Ballroom.
Sponsored by the French
and Spanish clubs, the fiesta will
include floor shows at 7:30p.m.
and 8:30 p.m. consisting of
music, voice solos and dances in
authenic costumes.
Admis.c;ion is 50 cents.
Refreshments will also be sold.
Proceeds from the fiesta will
go to a scholarship fund for
romance language students.

Students must
apply to teach
by February 11
All students who expect to
do their student teaching in the
Fall of 1972, must present their
applications by next Friday,
Feb. 11. Applications should be
brought to room 450 or the
Education Bldg.
Applicants should allow
time Cor an interview with Dr.
John Taylor or Wayne Williams.
Interview hours are as follows :
Monday through Friday:
9 a.m. · 11 a.m.
1 p.m. ·3:30p.m.
Tuesday through Thursday:
6 p.m. · 8 p.m.

within a month he will receive a
plane ticket to the training
center where he will be stationed
for the next two to six weeks.
VlS'I'A workers serve in
urban ghettos, small towns, rural
poverty areas, migrant streams,
Indian reservations, institu Lions
for the mentally handicapped,
and in Job Corps centers.
A VISTA Volunteer Is the
as:;ist.unt, the go·between, the
catalyst. Rather than lead
community people himself, he
helps them develop their own
leadership abilities. In this way
he helps create continuing
action.
During the visit on the MSU .
campus, the VISTA Volunteers•
spoke to the calsses of :vlrs. Gene;

Lovins In the finance
department. A table with
pamphlets and information was
in the Student Union Bldg.
"No one really knows how
many studenLo; we intel'('st, or
even how many we talk to on
campus become VISTA
workers," explained Miss
Larson. ''We acquaint people
with our purposes and what they
can do as individuals. We're hl're
to educate people in VISTA."
If anyone is interested in
finding out more about VISTA
or sending in an application,
write to the office In Chapel
Hill , N.C. which is the regional
office for this area.
The address is:
214 Pittsboro, Chapel Hill, N. C.

Peace Corps men1hers
ca1npaign for ACTION
What could possibly bring
together a former Brazilian
newspaperman and an
All·American boy from Los
Angeles. Calif.'? Simple: a
mutual goal and an organization
known as the Peace Corps.
Delano Carvalho, the
newspaperman, ~as been
"striving for lhe past five years
to create an awareness that
2,500 or 5,000 miles from here
there are other people and other
cultures."
Jay Hessuy from l.:.os
Angeles has bf'en creating trust
in Nigerians and "simply making
friends, which is what the Peace
Corps Is all about.''
Both visited the Murray
campus recently in a recruiting
effort for ACTION, which is the
Peace Corps and VISTA
combined.
Carvalho wa~; hired by the
U.S. government to drill more
than 1,000 trainees in an
intensive, 300·hour "learn
Portugese" program, a cross
analysis of the two cultures, and
historical and technical
information.
Jay was a college
sophomore when he decided he
wasn't getting anywhere, so he
spent two years teaching modern
methods oC agriculture to
Nigerian farmers. Now he is
trying to earn enough money to
return and start his own farm
there.
"I would recommend the
Peace Corps because you
become more compassionate and
und erstanding or humans. Both
the volunteer and the people of
his host town open up. In fact,
human relationship is an even
more important facet of your
work than the actual technical

side. Americans ne<!d to learn as
much from other countries as
vice-versa," he said.
Carvalho adds that the
successful volunteer will be seen
as a person, not a flag.
He Is expected to
experience the same frustrations
and, if need ,be, deprivations as
the village members. He Is under
the laws of the country and has
no special privileges as a U.S.
citizen. Above all, he doesn't
attempt. to sell cultural or
political values to the natives,"
he said.
Today the Peace Corps
needs persons skilled in
engineering, family planning,
health, agriculture, and any field
or teaching.

Curious about Spireno?
It's coming next week
Slowly, but surely, pink and
black stickers proclaiming
"Richard Hogue SPIRENO"
have been cropping up all over
the Murray campus.
They're not campaign
buttons for a Presidential
hopeful. Nor are they urging
support for Spiro Agnew's bid
for the Vice Presid(!ncy.
This is a different kind of
campaign. Sprieno, or spiritual
revolution now, is a
non. d(!nom inational religious
movement with emphasis on
young people.
And it's O<.:ming •to lthe
Murray campus next week.
Evangelist Richard Hogue,
age 25, and 10 members of his;
organization will apear at the
MSU Fieldhouse at 7:30 p.m.
each night from Feb. 13-16 as

Committee to poll men
on dormitory visitation
A committee, to be headed
by Robert Roseman, will be
appointed to survey MSU male
dormitory residents as to their
wishes concerning visitation in
the men's dorms. This action
taken by the Stu d ent
Government at Wednesday
night's meeting, is an attempt to
determine how the students feel
concerning this matter.
The Council defeated a
proposal that would have
allotted $300 or the Council's
budget th is semester to the
B lack Student Union. The
budget for this semester has not
yet been prepared.
In other action, one vote
was added to the Student
Governme n t b ody at last
Wednesd ay's m eeting. T he

Council accepted a proposal
a l lowing the stude n t
representative to the Board of
Regents to vote when the
representative is separate from
the president of the student
body.
The student representative
to the Board must be a
Kentucky resident. When the
p resident of the Student
Government is an out-or.state
student, as is now the case, a
special representative is elected.
Tom O'Dell is presently serving
in this capacity.

A n English film, "The
Caretakers," will be presented
by the Council on Feb. 10 at
7:30 p.m. in the University
School auditorium.

part of a nationwide lour of
colleges and universities.
Based in Houston, Tex.,
Spireno hus been active
primarily in the western U.S.,
but has conducted rallies in
Me,Xico and Canada.
The programs, which will be
free and open to all students.
feature the "Three in One"
singing group which specializes
in soft rock, a ventriloquist and
Darcie Hodges, who will acL as
song leader.
Described as "the Billy
Graham of this generation,"
Rev. Hogue will speak on
contempor8JY is.<rues-morallty,
drugs and the Jesus revolution.
About 300 MSU students
have been involved in
preparations for the rallies and
plan to work with the Spireno
group while It is here. They also
hope to follow·up the visit by
counseling University students
who make spiritual
commitments during the nightly
meetings.
"Youth Concerned for
Christ" is sponsoring Spireno on
the Murray campus along with
several local churches and the
Baptist Student Center.
1
In addition to the rallies at
the Fieldhouse, Spireno will visit
high schools in the area.

RINGS
R epaired-Sized

P arts

fo r

ELECTRIC SHAVERS
ENGRAVING

LINDSEY'S
Murray a nd Mayfield

NOW HAS

FOR SALE
135 mm, f 2.8 telephoto
le ns, Pen tax m ount ,
$20.00. Call 753·4806.

*Plus the

se ection of posters in town ·come 111 and see for yourself!
Main St.- Be hind the Yellow Sub Hours 11:00- 5:00

Fr~,
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Leet returns from Frank£ort
After being away from
college life for seven months,
Ronald Leet, a 20·year-old
junior at Murray State
University, is ready to return to
campus.
But he says he will return to
school with a greater sense of
purpose--a greater knowledge of
what he wants to geL out of his
studies.
Over the past months, Leet,
an accounting major and
Owensboro native, has been
working in the fiscal
management division of the state
Department of Finance as one of
15 Kentucky college students
"interning" in state government.
" l don't like to use the term
'intern' though", said Leet,
"because we aren't patsies for
the people and departments
we're assigned to. Just say that J
work."

HIS INTERNS HIP AT FRANKFORT COMPLETED, Roneld L..t, • •nior
at Murray, has returned to tchool. l ..t was o ne of 15 c:ollqe students who
participatad in the seven-mo nth work·stud y program.

New programs offer
junior college leaching
Murray State last year
offered for the first time
graduate programs and teacher
p r e paratio n pro gra ms tor
two-year college teachers. The
programs offered are Master of
A rts in College Teaching,
(MACT) the other Specialist in
College Teaching, (SCT).
Both require a one-semester
In t erns hip teach ing in a
c ommunity colle ge. This
semester spent at a two-year
college introduces the student to
the a t m ospheres, unique
situations and diverse purposes
o f the c ommunity college
teacher.
Director of the Higher
Edu ca tio n Program is Dr.
Charles H. Tolley. Dr. Tolley is
specially trained for his job and
Is at present the only staff
member of this department.
"We try to stress two main
points to our students: mastery
or the art or teaching and
becoming student orientated,
that is to become acquainted

English exam

with the students' position in
community college life."
Last year there were 16
people involved in the new
program, Today there are 5p
people taking part in somE>
aspect or these program!;,
T h e M ACT p ro gra m
requires 45 semester hours
beyond the b achelor's degree.
The SCT program consists of 60
semester hours beyond the
bachelor's degree or 15 semester
hours beyond the MACT degree.
Internships are offered in
Kentu c ky, Missouri and
Tennessee. Dr. Tolley hopes to
secure teaching assignments In
Illinois and at Indiana's only
juni o r college , V Inc ennes
University. Nine of the 13
Interns are teaching in
out-of-state community colleges
while the other four teach on
Murray's campus.
T hose interning at Murray
are: Lawrence L. Bernhardt,
Brookly n, New York; John
Berry, Morganfield ; Gary L.
Brummer , E ffingham, Ill., and
T homas Curry, Pittston, Pa.

And they do work. As
participants In the Ic'rankfort
Administrative Intern Program,
they receive seven months
responsible state government
experience, designed to coincide
with Lheir respective majors and
career plans.
''The work experience has
been fantastic for me," Leet
added. "I haven't been treated as
a student per se or someone here
for just seven months. I've been
performing work expected or
regular members of the staff."

Semester marks
change in staff
for MSU News
Ten staff changes mark the
spring aemester issues of The
Murray State News.
Filling editorship positions
are: Chris Doughty, a junior
Crom Louisville, news editor;
Karen Christie, a junior from St.
Bonaventure, N.Y., editorial
page editor; and Alan Raidt, a
junior from Mayfield ,
photography editor.
Other changes Include:
Karen Isbell, assistant editorial
page editor; Marla Horner,
assistant feature editor; Gennle
Goode, assistant copy editor;
Ly nn S andusky , a ssistant
photography editor; Judy
Buchanan, ad solicitor; Larry
Barnes and Rusty Ellison, special
writers.

The fiscal management
division for which Leet ha.~
worked handles the sale of
general obligation and turnpike
bonds and acts as a liaison for
state universities wanting to sell
bonds.
Leet describes as his most
meaningful task with the
department, a special report he
prepared on the bondE>d
indebtedness of state agencies.
'fhe report is being distributed
to bankers, stockholders and
state-related agencies across the
commonwealth.
Dr, Robert Sexton, who
heads the state's intern p rogram,
explained that it has been
designed to not only benefit the
students but to provide new
ideas and fresh outlooks to the
state departments involved.
"And state government has
an opportunity to attract
qualified, young people on a
pennanent basis," he said.
In addition Lo working in
state government, Leet and the
14 other interns have earned 15
hours academic credit for
attending special courses at
Kentucky State College, taught
by state government department
heads.
The interns were selected
for the program prirnaril~· for
their academic superiori ty and
leadership ability, Dr. Sexton
said. Final appointment is

co n firmed by a selection
committee of state officials and
college faculty membt?rs.
Has participating in the
program been worth it to Leet,
wbo had to move to Frankfort
with his wife, Susan, who is also
a student?
..Yes, it has been," Leet
replied, "In fact, l'd like to
come back and work for stato
government next summer, but
work in a different field-maybe
education or child welfare."

Philosophy dept.
sponsors colloquia
Three colloquia on ''Man''
will be sponsored by the MSU
department of philosophy on
Feb. 10, 17 and 24 nl 3 p.m. In
Wilson Hall, room 213 ,
Dr. Wayne Sheeks will be
the speaker at the first
coll oquium, ent itled "'l'he
Egoism on Man," on Thursday,
Feb. 10.
Dr. Frederick Lazarus will
talk on ''The Rationality of
Man" at the second colloquim.
Dr. Franklin Robinson will
conclude the series with "The
Morality of Man."
Members of the philosophy
depa r tment will act as
respondents du r in g the
colloquia. Anyone may attend
the free programs.

808 Chestnut

1\le
Valoe Mart & Outlet

BIG SALE
SHIRTS
$2

ALL SHOES
$5

One Group of

PANTS $.3 and $5
New Shipment Irregular

KNIT PANTS $8
100 1st Quality Polyester Knit

3 Days Only

T he Cooperative English
test, which is necessary for
admission to teacher training,
will be administered three
times tomorrow morning in
t he SUB Ballroom. T he
examinations will be at 8
a.m., 9:30 a.m. and 11 a.m.
Students who have not taken
the test, and have at least
sophomore standing, must do
so to be admitted to the
teacher education p rogram.

Double Dribble
Dance

SPORT COATS $25

after Austin Peay game

SPORT COATS $40

Take some of the
heat off ...

featuring "Stumpdaddy"

All Children's

with a sound
fire insurance
plan t ha t
suits your
particular
needs.

Doug Willoughby
505 Main
Ph. 753-1222
U it baa anythin1 (/ We
to do with i~: do it
bette

PANTS

9-12:30 in SUB

sponorsoed by
Alpha Sigma Alpha

$11

One Group Irregular

1st Quality Spring

WINTER CLOTHES
1/2 PRICE
New Shipment of

Price: $1.00 per person
Tickets at door

$15- $16-$18 Values

BOYS JEANS
Sizes 8 - 18 in.

Huskies, Slims, & Regulars
1st Quality Men' s

KNIT SUITS $59.95
Spring Colors
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EDITORIALS

Board of Regents to review
student approved proposals
Coming before the Board of
Regents at their next meeting are a
number of proposals drawn up by
the Student Government and
approved by the student body in an
election conducted before
Christmas vacation. These proposals
are intended to up date certain
documents and to put into practice
the iniatiou of new judicial reforms
and policies similar to those present
at other universities in the country.
Constitution
The first thing done was the
rewriting of the Student
Organization constitution. The new
constitution provides for a Student
Senate which will deal strictly with
legislative matters ...strictly with the
governing of and by the students. It
also provides for a Student
Activities Board which will have the
duty of conducting aU activities of
a social nature. This Board will
replace the Class Assembly which in
the past has had very little power,
and has wasted existing manpower.
Judicial Board
The second document that has
been drafted is that of judicial
procedures for MSU. The way
things stand now there is no
structure to Murray's judicial
proceedings. The decision of
punishment is left largely in the
hands of the person bringing the
charges. Under the present system
the students are not permitted to
make a decision, they can only
recommend action to the
Disciplinary Committee.
Under the ne,.,• procedures
there are clear guidelines
established. The jurisdiction of each
body is clearly set forth, and if a
student commits a particular

offense he will go before the
judicial body with jurisdiction over
that offense. Also the punishments
that can be imposed by each
judicial body are clearly outlined.
The Judicial Board will have the
authority to make binding decisions
(a power which the Judicial Board
does not have, but dorm councils
do, under the present system.)
Student Bill of Rights
The Student Bill of Rights sets
forth the basic rij;(hts of students as
citizens of this country. It protects
freedom of expression in the
classroom. It also protects .freedom
from irresponsible disclosure of
student records and files, and
provides for freedom from
intimidation and censorship.
These proceeding documents
were accepted by the student body
overwhelmingly in an election on
Dec. 15.
In addition to these three, a
speaker's policy will also be
presented to the Board of Regents,
setting forth the idea that any
recognized campus organization
shall be free to bring in a speaker of
their choosing within limits of the
law. This policy has won the
support of the faculty as well as the
students.
This is what the Student
Government has done last semester
and is trying to get passed this
semester. The first lime these
documents were presented they
were rejected as being " vague".
With much time and revision these
documents are being presented
again before the B?ard . N? reason
can be seen for thell" reJection, but
unfortunately the students are not
given the power for the final
acceptance.

Editor answers criticism letter
In a letter to the editor
(rom Robert A. Roseman, which
appeared last week In the NEWS,
the publication received
criUcism for its coverage of
campus events and for its release
date.
We appreciate Mr.
Roseman's concern and wish to
convey to him, and to others
who may wonder why the
NEWS comes out on Friday,
why it is not feasible to change
the rele&co;e day to Monday.
Publication of the News
takes three days of work after
the news stories are completed.
This includes time for layout of
the pages, setting of the stories,
final paste-up of the issue, and
printing. For a Monday release
date, work would have to be
done Friday, Saturday, and
Sunday.
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111 Wil10n Hall
609 College Sta tion
Murray, Ky. 42071

Entr:red as Rc.-ond-clua mail at the post
office In Murrey, Ky.
National
reprenntauve
it National
Educational
Advenllina tervlces, 360
Lexl.n¥ton Ave., New York, N.Y.10017.
The Murra)" State News Ia prepared and
edited by the Journalism students under the
advisenhip of Prof, Ed&ar P. Trotter. This
official pubUcaUon of Murray State
Univeralty b publilhed each Friday In Ule
taU and IPrlnl aemesten ncept holidaYS,
vaeatlona and exam day•. Opmiona
expre-d are tboae of edicon or other
li~ed writers. Theae opinions do not
necu.rUy repreaent the viewa of the
Journ.lltm facul&y or or the University.

First of all, the paper is
prepared by students In
journalism. The ba~ic purposes
of the NEWS are to inform the
readers of happenings on the
campus and also to serve as a
laboratory experience for the
journalism students. Stories
written by journalists learning
the trade are or course not as yet
tbe calibre or professionals.
Being a laboratory experience,
we do not feel it fair to ask
students who are not on the
starr, and therefore not paid, to
work Friday, Saturday, and
Sunday on the NEWS.
Secondly, the NEWS is now
printed at the University by the
printing services department.
The printing service remains as
flexible as possible to
accomodate the NEWS. For the
NEWS to be released on
Mondays, the printing service
would have to work on Saturday
and Sunday setting copy and
printing the paper. They do not
have a seven-day work week.
Furthermore, a Monday
publication da~ would preclude
• up-to-date coverage of Saturday
night sports events.
Criticism of the NEWS also
centers around the fact that
summaries of some news events
appear in the paper the
following week . Every effort is
made to cover the happenings on
campus as fast as pos.c;ible.
However, It Is practically
impossible to print reports of
Wednesday and Thursday
happenings until the next week
due to the publication schedule.
Johanna {;omlsak, Editor
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Attempt to 'u:ake up' alumni failed;
l'Jlacks might try other chlln11eh
The Board of Regents hearing
of the appeal of the four black
.
students ended Tuesday evenmg,
after two long days. The tradedy of
the whole incident is the fact that
the black students were trying lo
make themselves heard, but did not
find any alumni willing to listen.
This does not mean that the group
should give up their attempts to
make this campus aware of their
feelings, however, Perhaps if the
so-called "proper" channels of
communication are tried first by all
who have something to say,
students won't find themselves
facing the Board of Regents or the
Faculty Disciplinary Committee.
President Sparks speculated
that the black students interrupted
the luncheon as a result of the
rejection of their request for funds.
Blacks say this was not their point
at all, that they went in order to
make tba alumni aware of campus
discrimination and special
problems. It might be a good idea,
therefore for the Black Student
Union to send an itemized list of
grievances to him. By sending this
list through registered mail, Dr.
Sparks would have to sign for the
letter, and this would be proof that
he recieved the list. A list could also
be mailed to each member of the
Board of Regents, to the Student
Org, and so forth.
For specific instances of
personal insults and discrimination,
the students might try out the
ombudsman, William Taylor.
Although he will not become the
spokesman for any· group or
organization, he has stated Lhat he
wants very much to help students.

This attempt may fail, but then
again, it may just was well succeed.
Although Dr. Sparks has stated
that the University wiU probably
not be hiring next year; he pointed
out that qualified blacks are scarce
even when Murray has openings.
Why not start a "waiting list", then,
for the time openings should occur.
Interested people could do
recruiting on their own, and an
up-to-date list could be sent to
MSU field with names of blacks
qualified for all positions:
administrative, faculty, and
janitorial. This does not insure a
solution to that problem, but at
least the University could not
plead, "no qualified people."
It is feasible that aU these
things could fail, but there is sitll
one other channel to be tried:
person-to-person communication.
Black young people are upset by
their treatment in the white system
and especially by the whites at
Murray. Southern whites are just as
upset because the situation of
blacks not"staying in their place" is
new. It causes all sorts of
uncomfortable feelings. However, a
roiracle could still be accomplished
if the whites and blacks would
soften up and reach out a hand.
Fraternities, sororities, professional
organizations, and off-campus
groups such as the Baptist students
and the UCM are in an ideal
position.
By trying to understand each
other organizations and individuals
on campus could do a lot toward
making this campus consist of only
one race--the human one.
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Sound Off!
Sugestion
I would Uke to su"est that a bus service be started on campus
during the colder months. This bus could run tor at least morning
classes, 7:30, 8:30, and 9:30 when the weather is so very cold.
D.B.
This is an excellent Idea. So tar we have not been able to find
out much abou~ t_his plan, and what the figures or cost would be. We
hope to have thJS mtonnation at a later date.
If this suggestion was approved by the administration would
the student be willing to pay a small service charge for u~ or the
bus. Perhaps a trip up or down hill would cost 3 cents or 5 cents.
Also, central meeting places would have to be in effect so that all
students could avail themselves of this service.
What ever happened to the Teacher Evaluation that wu to be
released by the Student Government?
R.B.
Upon checking with the Student Government it was discovered
that they are presently working on the Teacher Evaluation program.
This program was started last semester and will continue throughout
the current semester. The intonnation will be compiled and released
for use at the start of the up-coming fall semester.

Polline is presently being conducted concerning student
participation in a Sprine Festival. The festival, planned by the
Student Government for March, would consist of activities such as·
booths set up in the quadrangle displaying art work and various club
activities plus a street dance. Also, in the pre-planning stage is a
carnival with rides and a mini·concert. If any group or individual is
interested in participating in this festival, please contact the Student
Gov.

In a letter to the Editor it was suggested that a student boycott
at the Cheri and Capri take place to protest the raising or prices. It
does seem unfair that what was advertised as the "welcoming
surprise" present was taken away when the rival theatre closed its
doors. It is regretable that such tactics must be used by the
merchants, but the students always have the right of refusing to use
their services.

Judicial Board member speaks out,
talks on vice-presidential questions
GUEST EDITORIAL
Bruce B. Beck
Bl'\la B. Bec:k, chairman of the
Judicial Board, -.ked by the
N EWS to tiCplaln tht rtctnt
d itqualification of two candidates for
vice-pr"idtnt of the Student Org.

The opportunity to write a
guest editorial for the NEWS
comes at a most opportune time.
Very rarely is anything heard
about the Murray State Judicial
Board, mainly because the Board
does not seek publicity. This
article artords me the
opportunity to infonn Murray
State students of a recent
controversy in which the
Judicial Board ruled.
It was reported to an
official of the Board that certain
candidates who drew for ballot
positions in the upcoming
special election for
Vice-President might not be
qualified. Ultimately the
question or candidate
qualification was brought to the
Judicial Board for resolution.
The major issue was in the
intrepretation of Article I
Sections 3 and 8 of the
Constitution of the Student
Organization of MSU. Section 8
states that "in order to be a
candidate for or assume the
office of Vice-President one
shall meet the ~ame
qualifications as the President."
Section 3 lists the qualification
of the president:
"In order to be a
candidate for or assume
the office of President,

one shall have attained
Junior class standing the
fall semester following the
election; and shall have
been a student-in-resident
at this University campus
the immediate past two
consecutive full academic
semesters; and shall be an
undergraduate student
with an accumulated point
average of 2.5 out of a 4.0
system."
The que:.tion under
consideration was: Does the
vice-president of the Student
Organization have to be a
Junior? If so, does anyone fllling
an unexpired term of this office
have to be a least a Junior? One
of the candidates for this
unexpired
term of
Vice-President was a sophomore
and would not attain junior
standing during the term if
elected. The Judicial Board ruled
that it was the obvious intent of
the framers of the constitution
that the president and
vice-president of the Student
Organization would be either a
junior or senior during their
tenure or office. It was also
found that another candidate
did not have the minimum 2.5
overall grade point average.
Another matter presented
before the Board and in direct
connection with the above
decision was the matter of
appointing an lnterm
vice-president by default lf two
or the three candidates running

for an office _were disqualified,
as happened m this case. The
Boards decision on this matter
was that It was not
constitutional to appoint an
official by default-and that an
election must be held to afford a
write-in candidate an equal
opportunity of being elected to
the office.
'fhe Judicial Board's duties
are clearlv outlined in Section
IV of the constitution. The
section gives the Board the
power "to interpret the Student
Organization Constitution..."
and "determine all rules and
regulations governing Student
Organization elections and settle
all election disputes. .. " The
Board met its constitutional
requirements in ruling on these
matters.
ln the past, the Judicial
Board has been thought of as
being paled In a vale or secrecy.
A realistic attitude or the Board
and its dulles should be
understood by each and every
member of the campus
community; such an attitude
would create better
understanding and cooperation.
We of the Judicial Board have
been appointed to insure that
every student have the
opportunity for peer evaluation.
We are here to help not to
hinder, the operations of the
campus and ask that you consult
us, if there is any reason to
believe ttiat a hearing is
necessary.

Letters to the editor
~Editor:

1

I

the judicial section or the
As of 1:35 p.m. Monday, Student Gov. constitution.
the Judicial Board ot Murray
Dave Curtis
State rendered the decision that
I was not qualified as a
candidate for the office of
vice-president. ot the Student Dear Editor:
Gov. I do not feel vindictive or
Isn't it really sttange bow
bitter because of the decision the illustrious merchants of our
that was rendered. There was no fine University town ta.ke the
former ruling on the students for a ride? It seems that
qualification of candidates in a a student is only a $ sign.
special election, so a precedent
Take tor instance the 75%
was set In my case. A decision increase in rates at our exclusive
has been reached through proper 'ROCKING CHAIR THEATRE'.
channels and I will abide by it.
The students at M.S.U. have very
However, 1 feel that there little recreation except for an
are points of criticism that occassional movie. It would
seem the only theatre operating
should be pointed out.
1. Judicial Board chairman in Murray would have a good
Bruce Beck called a judicial business without such an
hearing without anyone filing increase. Students, do you
formal charges until after the remember when this theatre had
competition, they lowered their
meeting had already begun.
2. I was not officially rates? NQw with competition
notified that the validity of my out of the picture, the price or a
ticket can be sold at any price.
candidacy was being tested.
3. Chairman Beck openly Several students at MSU feel
discussed the issue in question something should be done about
with members of the student such 'EXPLOITS'. Editor: Don't
body, which may or may not you feel a 'BOYCOTT' would be
have influenced his final in order?
decision.
WesMcCoy
The points mentioned above
Jr. Class Pres.
were individual In case and dealt
strictly with interpretation of
the Student Government Dear Editor:
constitution, therefore not a
Due to the many news
case of paramount importance. articles and radio broadcasts
However, I would openly concerning the November 6
question the ability of the board allegedly alumni luncheon
to function lf these discrepencies interruption at Murray State
of conduct were also present in a University, 1 think It is time that
case that would affect the the truth be told. For the last
personal well·being and few weeks I have kept silent on
academic career of a student.
the matter, waiting for the truth
It is my honest. and sincere to come from someone who was
opinion that the members or the not suspended and believed in
Judicial Board are well qualified the cause or justice, but no one
and concientious people. has taken the initiative to speak
Unfortunately, all their efforts out; hence, it is my duty to tell
can be rendered nll by the the truth, not just In the defense
failure of the chainnan to follow ot the four brothers accust>d but
the proper guidelines set forth In
for the cause ot the Black race.

The mass media and the
administration of Murray State
University has insisted on
proclaiming that a crime was
committed, and even worse,
they have persisted In making it
look as though the project of the
protest was planned and carried
out by fou r Black men. This is
far from the truth.

Then our spokesman was to
ask for the attention of the
alumni and then carry out the
task or telling them the
grievances or the Black student
body. The plans went just as
they bad been planned until the
Alumni refused to listen to our
spokesman. They disrupted him
by shouting, beating silverware
The protest was planned by on the tables, and even to the
the members and friends of the point of vulgarity.
Black Student Union or Murray
At this point the group was
State University. Tbe purpose of
approached by the President of
the protest was to go before the
the University, Dr. Harry M.
alumni and voice the age old
Sparks, who proceeded to advise
grievances such as no Black
the students to leave, but he
professors, no Black personnel,
never demanded them to leave.
no Black cooks, no Black on any
As a group we felt that we had
of the committees of the school,
not achieved our goal and
and out and out discrimination therefore we did not leave. We
by .s ome administrators and
had come to talk to the alumni,
professors.
and this was what we intended
There were many other to do. Moments after Dr. Sparks
grievances which were to have left the group, we were
been presented that day, along approached by a security pollee
with them was a request. or who asked us to leave
$2,000 in funds for the Black peacefully. Again we did not
Student Union, but 1 want to leave because we felt we had a
emphasize that this was not the right to voice our grievances
initial cause of the protest.. The before the alumni.
protest was planned and voted
The security officer left and
upon by Blacks who felt that the
within
minutes returned with
University alumni would listen
to their grievances. But this was other officets and at this point
began to use brutal tactics to
Car from the truth.
remove the group. The security
On November 4 at the Black police bepn to assualt and
Student Union meeting t.be plans harrass tbe students and after
were stated as roUows: at 11:00 the banquet hall was cleared,
a.m. the people would meet at many students were brutally
the Black Student Union attacked and one Black woman
Building and In a peaceful and who was eight. months pregnant
orderly manner proceed as a and who was merely standing by
group to the Student Union was assaulted by the police and
Ballroom where the luncheon had to receive medical
was being held, and at the time treatment. Also two other
or entrance would proceed students had to have treatment.
During the Incident the
through the door or the
Ballroom and stand behind the security police made It a point
serving table, so as not to disrupt to get four people and handcuff
or prevent anyone from going to them. When asked why they
only took four, they said they
the serving line.

did not have the manpower to
take everyone. The four students
who were handcuffed were
taken down to the Murray police
station, and charged with
disorderly conduct. At the
station charges against Michael
Lowery, James VanLeer, Ulysses
Parker, and James Mapp were
dlsmislled and tiled away. One
month later the four students
received letters to appear before
the Murray State University
disciplinary committee.
The members of the
disciplinary committee did just
what the University
wanted·-suspended the students
for one semester. Michael
Lowery was suspended because
he is President of the Black
Student Union, James VanLeer
because he carried the Black
Nationalists flag, Ulysses Parker
because he Is vice-president of
the Black Student Union, and
James Mapp because he was the
spokesman. The University has
chosen to make examples of us
in order to stop the progres..,ion
of the Blacks on Murray's
campus. But we are determined
to fight until justice is done, or
the world sees Murray just for
what it is; and that is another
racist institution.
The four students have
appealed the decision of the
disciplinary hearing to the Board
ot Regents. We do not expect to
get a fair decision from the
Board because they are just like
the other committees. Therefore
we have acquired the services of
Mr. William Kunstler and
William Allison as our attornies.
They are prepared to file a federal
suit against the University.
Dottie Sue Crawford
Public Relations Director
Black Student Union
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Alcohol education
Dr. Globetti seeks new grant
to continue 1vork at Murrr1y
By Marla Horner
Asst. Feature Editor
In June of 1970 Dr. Gerald
Globetti began his work as
director of the newly.fonned
Center for Alcohol Education at
MSU. Now, quite two years
later, his grant is running out.
The center was set up with a
grant by the National Institute
of Mental Health. which will
tenninate in May.
"We've a~ed for a renewal
of the federal project starting in
July," said Dr. Globetti. "It
probably wiU be decided in
March."
Major objectives of the
center were to have the director
instruct a class on alcohol
education and to have units on
alcohol and drug education
lncorpora~d into courses in
other department.-;.
When asked about the
progress which the center has
made, Dr. GlobetU said, "J think
in terms or objectives, there's
been a measure of success. Some
units have been implemented in
several departments. The course
on alcohol and drugs is being
taught for the second time."
There are approximately
165-70 students in the class this
semester. Last semester there
were 200 students taking the
course.

J

Including those units on
alcohol and drugs in the several
classes, almost 1500 students at
MSU have been exposed to some
instruction about alcohol and
alcoholism, according to Or.
Globelti.
"We've been hampered and
limited by a number of factors, ·•
explained Dr. Globetti. "You
can't have much of a center If
you just have one person. 1 think
we've established some degree of
identity."
Units of instruction in
alcohol and drugs have been
Implemented in nursing, home
economics, education, health
and physical education,
management, psychology and
sociology.
In addition to teaching the
course on alcohol and drugs, Dr.
Globetti has presen~d numerous
papers, lectures, and published
several articles on alcohol and
alcoholism.
Dr. Globetti's travel~>, both
in the stales and to other
countries, have given recognition
to the center at MSU.
Plans for next year have
already been made in the event
the grant is renewed. According
to Dr. Globetti, plans to involve
students in the program include
units on alcohol and alcoholism

GERALD GLDBETTI, DIRECTOR OF THE CENTER
FOR ALCOHOL EDUCATION, WIIS appointed by former
Kentucky Gov. Louie B. Nunn to the -wisery

as part of established courses,
To accomplish this, a yearly
continuing the separate alcohol course in alcohol education for
and drugs course, and university faculty ls planned,
establishing a curriculum along with a Faculty-Curriculum
committee in each participating Development Program to be
department lo plan a sequence offered in the summer.
of courses for majors including
the alcohol and drug units.
•'A prerequisite to the
successful operation of the
program is the training or
instructors," said Dr. Globetti.

Dr. Globetli anticipates that
the program will lead to action
designed to reduce alcohol
related problems on the college
campus.

Students' working time
doesn't affect grades

'I pace
Students use own

Psychology ends test woes
If you've ever sat through
The only grade that is introduced the new system to
an hour·long test and came out recorded is the final one that his 522 Motivation class this
physically and mentally you give.
semester, the program has been
exhausted, you might be
The tests are based on a set used by various psychologists.
interested in a new class of units, one of which is covered Arizona State University first
technique that has been each week. Students may either
tried it in introductory
Introduced Into the psychology take the tests once a week, study psychology
classes.
department here.
other units and be ahead of the
In the classes being rest of the class, or drop behind
Dr. Cunningham and
introduced to the program, until they have the time and Charles Homra, head of the
students must answer three Inclination to catch up with the psychology department, are the
complete-answer questions (not Instructor.
only ones who have attempted it
multiple choice) a minute, and
here. Like Arizona State, Dr.
tests generally run no longer
Students may either take Homra is using the new
the exams during the class approach in one of his
than 10 minutes.
Before you start to panic period or go to the instructor's introductory psychology classes.
and wonder how on earth you office any time during the week
How are the students
could think and write fast and take it there.
reacting to the new system?
enough Lo answer three
Dr. Cunningham noted that
questions a minute, listen to the
Only the students who have
rest of the technique: You must passed the unit test for the the 27 people in his class seem
take each test as many times as current week may attend the to be doing well under it. All but
two people have passed the first
necessary to get all the answers Friday class period.
Accord 1 ng to Mark unit, and two are already one
correct, and you work at your
own speed.
Cunningham, who first ahead, he said.

CLEA

Commission on Alcohol Problems. His travels to v•lous
workshops end conventions hl!Ve brought recognition to
the center at MSU,

Around the corner from Dairy Queen on 13th St.

Campus Casual

Jr.

Discount prices reduced even more !

SHO E MART

The majority of jobs to be
found often require that you
work until the early morning
hours. The best rule to apply in
this kind of situation is work
longer hours only if you don't
do any hard work because if you

do you'll find yourself skipping
a lot more classes than usual.
There are other things to
consider too. One is the distance
your place of work Is from to
where you live and the amount
of time you have to get there
after you get out or your last
class. The people I talked to had
only one major gripe about
working and that was what It did
to their social life. Working
leaves a lot less time tor dates,
not to mention that you'll Ond
It much harder just to Clnd
enough time to talk with friends.
It is an accepted idea that
there is no perfect job, especially
not ror a student. Perhaps the
best thing would be to get one
and make it Ot you and your
schedule as closely as possible.
Most employers are pretty
understanding with students and
do know that there will be
conflicts at times.

FINAL CLEARANCE

CE

Lad ies
Shoes Boots

By LOYD FORD
There are several good
reasons why a college student
should work, but most do it
because they need the money. 1
have talked with several students
who work !rom 15 to well over
40 hours a week, and r was
surprised to learn that almost all
of them thought that working
didn't affect their grades at all.
What most seemed to think is
that the time they use to work is
not the time they would
normally use to study. However,
none seemed to think that
working had helped to improve
their grades.
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Y2 .~~~rice

1 rack of tops, skirts ............... $4.00
Tams, gloves, scarves .. . ....... $4.00 a set
Knee socks . . ....... . ............ $1.00
Kid gloves .................. $4.00·$6.00
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Rum.bling the way to an 'A'
Rumb l e, rum b le,
rumble... Crash!
A storm? No, just another
class-except that it's a bowling
class. University bowling classes
have been held at Corvette Lanes
for seven years now, and,
according to Mike Stranak,
manager of Corvette Lanes,
there have been no unusual
experiences.
"Except that we get a lot of
beginners," said Stranak, "and
we've had some really good
bo wlers--experienced bowlers
with a good average."
Stranak explained how the
bowli n g c lasses were first
started, "Dr. Chad Stewart
(chairman o r the health and
physical education department)
came over and we worked out a
plan, a fee for the bowlers that
was agreeable to us and the
University."
There are approximately
125 bowling students this

se mester, according to Dr.
Stewart. The first bowling class
seven years ago had many more
students than that, Stranak said.
He blames the drop on declining
enrollment at the University and
the dropping of the activity
course requirement.
"We enjoy having the
students for two reasons," said
Stranak. "Naturally, we're in the
business for the money end or It,
and we enjoy seeing di[ferent
students and getting acquainted
with them."
Since the activity course is
no longer required, why do
students take bowling?
" I wanted to learn bow and
thought it would be a good way
to meet people," said Anita
Malone of Sedalia.
Jerry Mitchell, a sophomore
from Carmi, Ill. said, "I wanted
to learn how so my wife and I
could come here and I could
keep score."

Photo b, Bob Bur

Heavy?

MARGARITA DAVIS, SYMSONIA, PREPARES to roll a
winning ball down the allay of Corvette Lanes.

Comic Book Literature

Decline of a hero
By Alan Raidt
Recent research shows that
Superman, long hailed as
defender of truth, justice, and
the American Way, has lost
much of the punch which
brought him so much
popularity. And he's nolalone. It
seems that our greatest comic
super-heroes--Batman,
Superman, The Flash, Green
Lantern, and many now-defunct
protectors of the week have
followed suil
The decline of these heroes
has not been their physical
strength, but in their usage of it.
Comic book super-heroes came
into great poplularity around
1944. At this time Batman
thought nothing of ripping an
arm or a leg orr of a criminal. If
one or his crooks died in a
capture, his feelings were
something like "Just what he
deserved," or "One less rat to
harm an innocent public."
In 1941, The Spirit made
his debut. At the same time, in
another city, the Sub-Mariner
was coming to popularity. While
The Spirit handled crooks
semi-mildly, the Sub-Mariner
went around killing not only
crooks and murderers, but also
cops and citizens. At this same
time In New York, a small boy
was growing up who was
destined to become Captain
America, the great Nazi and
Commie-killer until he was
frozen into an Ice cube and not
heard of for twenty-odd years.
H is necessary for us to look
at a modern, imaginary "Where
Are They Now?'' column to find
out now these rough and tough
super-heroes fight the forces or
evil. Superman sticks rigidly to
his oath never toharm a human,
Batman takes special care lest
one precious criminal is bruised,
and the now-revived Captain
America takes it easy on his
Commie~. The
Sub-Mariner
hasn't broken a bone in years,
and new heroes such as the
Fantastic Four and Spider Man
seem to recite oaths to protect
the citizenry every few pages.

Do not fear , though,
reader-they still do their jobs.
Superman still patrols
Metropolis and Batman slill
guards Gotham City. Smashed
bodies have been replaced by
symbolism and blood has been
replaced by some real
tear-jerking philosophies.
'l'he time to worry is when
the balloon above one of these
caped crusaders says "You have
the right to remain silent. You
have the right to call a lawyer.
Anything you say may be held
against you ... "

Pboto by Bob Bur
TWO STUDENTS in Coach Bill Htna's 9:30 bowling cia• prepare for action as the class gets
under

way. Both beginnerS and experienced bowlers take part in the class.

POSTER SALE
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Blacklights Reg. $14.95 Now $10.95
WALLACE'S BOOK STORE
O pen 8-8 Mon.-Fri. 9-5 Saturdays
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Regents open lwurs
regarded a success
by Dean of Women
By MARLA HORNER
Asst. Feature Editor
A ~tP.r a semes ter of
experimentation, the fate or the
open hours policy in Regents
Hall is still undecided, although
it appears to be successful ,
according to Dean of Women,
Lillian Tate.
" I' m assuming it will be
fairly permanent." Dean Tate
noted . •· w e are providing
housing for those who want
open hours and I'm sure Regents
will be one of them. I don't see
any reason why not," Dean Tate
added.

" They have some problems,
but I don't think there's
anything unsurmountable," she
continued.
" It ' s working out
beautifully as far as we can tell,"
said Mrs. Blanch ,., .• , Reaents
Hall director. "W • ' ..ven't had
any bit problems."
The lirls who &ive In the
dorm themselves seemed
determined to make Recents
work.

The girls who live In
Regents seemed to be trying to
prove, last semester that they are
a united group, and that it
wasn't like living in a hotel with
strangers for neighbors.
In doing so, they nominated
Miss MSU and the Ideal
Freshman Girl from Regents
Hall.
Perhaps more signlncant is
the fact that for Derby Day the
girls worked together as a group
with all the spirit anyone could
want, which is often lacking in
other dorm contests.
Janet Henry, a transfer
student from Memphis, Tenn.,
had this to say about Reeents, "I
really like it. It's a lot better
than the other dorms. It's the
belt orpnized. I think the
people have accepted it."
Beth Weir from Uaion
Beach, N .J . lflCODCled the
~entlmeot aod added "I think
it's
It you want to to out
you ean lea•e any time, which ill
wha we should be able to do. ••

...-!

Fairy- tale

f amily

Teaching a family affair

By JANET POGUE
F..tu,. Editor

It starts out like a fairy tale:
Once upon a time, in the land of
Kentucky there lived a family
with nine children, eight boys
and one girl.
After years and years of
work, the children all grew up
and lived happily ever after...and
eight or those kids spent the rest
or their lives showing others how
to live " happily ever after"
through education.
The story is one of the
family of Robert Cothran, a
senior at MSU. It revolves
around his seven brothers and
one sister, all but one or whom
is in some way connected with
education.
Three brothers are principals
in schools in Kentucky; two
brothers and his only sister are
teachers; his youngest brother, a
senior In hith school, I& planning
to literally follow In bil
brothers' footsteps by becoming
a teacher; and Bob himself is
only a temeSter away from
eompletint his education and
BOa COTHRAN, A IENIOA PROM 8 ENTON,.--' -'lfd ........
IMilnniOC hla teechlne career.
Md...,.. whe Ml m..sa ..,._.... a wey flf life.
How did one family
procluce so many teaehers?
Accordln& to Bob, who wu no conscious effort on has received baske~aH bi* from
~ribes himself .. "a typical anyone's part tG become known 18Yeral collefel.
Jlhrray State studeftt," then as a teachlne family. As Bob put
who COMmut.s from
It, "E.eryone seemed to Ulte it, tbe Bob,
famUy farm In Benton,
10 I C\letl6 that innuenced the
rest or us to IO on In that ftehl."
added that all or his brothers
and his sister made MS U their
One or tbe unusual aspeets
alma mater.
of the family's teachlnC careers
Although neither of his
Ia that all the men have majored
in physical education (with parents were teachers, Bob,
either another major or minor), dark·haired, and soft-spoken,
and become coaches. Bob, too, believes that education Is
Ia a p.e. major with another
important to them, also. "It's
major In speech.
the way we were brought up ,"
" We were always an athletic he asserted.
family; everyone of us either
played basketball or baseball,"
HELP WANTED
Bob said.
He noted that his younger
brother, too, has picked up the
family prowess for athletics, and

Two girls nMd for day shift,
9·5 , Mon.·fri. Perter that
hu.ta.nd be anendlng college.
Call 753-6503. Dairy OuNn.

Photo by Dennis McNatt

Winter's
work

of art

After warm·cold·wet-dry
wuther (811 in the ume dlryll 1811
week 's Ice pye a good reminder th8t
winter r•lly is here. Although it w•
inconvenient for many drivers, the
ice turned this other·wiM plain fence
into a collage of spartcle and light.

f'•
Shirley's

..

•• "I )..

·.::~

~ ...
~~

Phone 753·3251
500 N. 4th St.

tne Jllqce
Southside
Shopping Manor
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Social Whirl

Greeks fill February with initiation, rush
KAPPA ALPHA
Kappa Alpha will hold a
house party tomorrow night
beginning at 8 . Dress is casual.
Refreshments and entertainment
will be provided.
There will be a coffee next
Wednesday at the Holiday Inn
from 7:30-10 p.m. Dress is coat
and tie.

ALPHA TAU OMEGA
The brothers of Alpha Tau
.Oemga have elected officers for
the '72 year. They are Jay
Richey, Murray, president;
Mickey Johnson, Murray,
vice-president; Gary Thompson,
Lamasco, treasurer; Ed Odom,
Paducah, historian; Scotti Long,
Hendenon, pledge trainer.
The following were installed
as members of Alpha Tau Omega
after fall pledgeship: Mark
Arnold, Danville, lll.; Randy
Lovett, Murray; Kenny Johnson,
Paudcah; John McKinnis,
Gilbertsville; Jim Setr,
Mcleansboro, Ill.; Scott Jones,
Metropolis, Ill.; John Courtet,
Morgantown, N.J.; Ed Riddick,
Maury City, Tenn.; Sam Kirk,
Salem; John Prince, Benton.

TAU KAPPA EPSILON
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Fraternity in cooperation with
Wallace's Book Store is holding a
rafne for a $20 gift certificate to
Wallaces. Tickets may be
obtained from any member. The
drawing will be held Feb. 12, at
the traditional Patty Murphy
dance.
The following officers have
been elected for the spring
semester: Steve Watkins, Hayti,
Mo., president; Larry Adams,
Mayfield, vice-president; Joe

Riebold, Lebanon, Ill. treasurer;
Dan Greer, Columbus, Ohio,
secretary.
Ron Hopkins, Middletown,
N.J., historian; Roy Rogers,
Fredonia, chaplin; Bob Blades,
Hendenon, sergeant-at-anns; and
Joe Stonecipher, Centralia, Ill.,
pledge trainer.

SIGMA CHI
Sigma Chi wUI sponsor a
"Red-Neck" rush dance tonight
at Hopkins Hall from 8 p.m.
until midnight. Dress should be
in relation to the theme and
music will be provided by
"Stumpdaddy."

SIGMA Pffi EPSILON

ALPHA GAMMA DELTA
The following girls were
initiated into Alpha Gamma
Delta social sorority Saturday,
Jan. 29: Anne Battle, Murray;
Susie Carter, Arlington; Vicki
Derickson, Chester, Ill.; Becky
Gabbert, Owensboro; Nesie
Gray, Bardst own; Shelley
Manhall, Paducah.
N ickie Nichols, Milburn;
Mary Kay Pryor, Morganfield;
Gwen Ross, and Debbie Lovett,
Hardin; Pam Drew, Mayfield.
Mrs. Frank Kodman was the
speaker at the Feast of Roses
banquet. Nickle Nichols was
named Ideal Pledge.

ALPHA DELTA PI

A Moonshiners Hoedown
will be held tonight by members
of the Sigma Phi Epsilon social
fraternity at the Woodmen of
the World. The costume dance
wiU beein at 8 p.m. with music
by The Law.
Members of the fraternity
will have a breakfast at the
house tomorrow morning at 11.
A house party will be held
following the pme Saturday
night.
A Sunday afternoon tea for
Ule Little Sisters will be held at
2 p.m. at the house.

The sisters of Alpha Delta Pi
are having pledge presentation,
tonight at 6:30 at the Women's
Club House. This is a banquet in
honor of the present pledge

New officers were recenUy
elected by the fraternity. They
are: BUI Stephens, Owensboro,
president; Rick Zelber, Pinch,
West Va., vice-president; Gene
Harkleroad, Cornawella Heilbta,
Pa. , recreation leader; Jim
Beshear, Dawson Sprlnp,
corresponding secretary; Rick
Moman, Morganfield, controller,
Rich Harrington, Murray,
associate member educator.

ALPHA KAPPA ALPHA

class.

LAMBDA em ALPHA
Lam b da Ch i Alpha
Fraternity will have its Robert
Frost Party to~t at an
executive cottage on the lake.
The brothers and guests wiU
leave the house at 7:30 p.m.
Dress Is casual.

Newly elected officers oC
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority are
as follows: Martha Burgess,
Paducah, president; Lacy
Hardison, Louisville,
vIce· president; Janice Digs.
Paducah, secretary; Diane Gray,
Paducah, corresponding
secretary;
Teresa Shelby, Hopkinsville,

treasurer; Myra Blakey,
Lori Bbtb7' (~ Stp. ~).
Louisville, sergeant·at-anns; Oweubmo, to ...,_ Watldu (Tau
Kappa ltPIOon). Ba7tl, llo.
Terr y McGruder, Louisville,
Deb ~ (Alpha OadaoD
Historian; Gloria Owen, rt p~ec~p),
N - ,_,., to
Hopkinsville, dean of pledges.
D!nfD BeD (Sicma Cbi), Mw:ra,.,

now..

ALPHA OMICRON PI

Linda Watta, Greenfield, ID., to
Wendelboe (8..._. Pi),

Steve

Bloomin~ton,

m.

Sixteen pledges were
Pam Mfllu (Alpba Delta Pl).
initiated into Delta Omega Paducah, to .lim Raffert:7' (SlpDa PtU
chapter of Alpha Omicron Pi last &pillion), Eliubethtown.
Sud c.n., (Alpha GamSunday. They were:
Delt.a), Budwall, to Devtd Jl'nnldta
Pam Bratcher, Owensboro; (Alpha Tau Omep), Loutmne.
Connie Ann Campagna,
ENGAGEMENTS
Sikeston, Mo.; Carol Cardwell,
.lenioe ll'lo Caatu, Cuba, to
Hickman; Jill Craig, Hazel; Bette . , _ L7'D.Il ~-. Wanea, Micb.
Caro l Bay• (Siema SI.Raque and Myra Sachleben,
Sicma), Mt. VemOD, IDd., to ToD7'
Louisville; Margarita Ann Davis, llcCla&cby (Pi Kappa Alpah), RoD,.
Symsonia;
Sprinp,Mia.
Challe (Alpba Omiaoa
Janessa Creason, Susan Pi), LIDda
Ed~Mn~, N..l., to Gnc LU4
Morris, and Jan Small, Benton; (Kappa Alpha), R-l*loa. IlL
Kathy Dunning, Hampton;
Naney SiY8b (Alpha Delta PI),
Georgiana Furgenon and Ruth Cadiz, to Guy Thompeon (Alpha
Tau
Omep),
Ud:rrille.
Titsworth, Murray; Mary Lynn
Lowery, Mayfield; Lynne
Carol7'D. EnDs (Alpba Oaalcloa
Walker, Brentwood, Tenn.; and PI), Bead-, to llotl• Olhru,
Read-D.
Susan Pace, Arlington Heights,
Ill.
WEDDINGS
eua.taa~~.o~.to

PINNINGS

a.au

Debbie Llle (Alpha
Alpha), Crofton, to Ro-y Budw.U
(Pi Kappe Alpba), HoplduriUe.
Debbie Rendleman (Alpha
OIIUeron Pi), Paducah, to DuaDe
Wolff (Alpha Tau Omep), Loa llwllle.

Jlobta JobUeeoa (Alpha Taa Omoap).

Madiloa, OtUo.

11buoD Sledd, Mw:ray, to 1toD
llopldu, Mlddletowa, N..l.

Norma EY--. Paducah, to
WIWam Oft (SiDDa l'bl BIMIJon),
Pacluoah.

$1.00 off on all
LP's and Tapes
at

LEACH'S MUSIC & TV
Di xieland Center
New shipment includes
RED SPEEDLAND LP

The Staff of The

UNIVERSITY BRANCH

BANK of MURRAY
,,

Invite You to
Bank With Them
In Their New Quarters

Pege10
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From stage to studies

Singer shuffles role for degree
Willowy Dianne West
disproves the "dumb blonde''
theory.
Not that she lacks the
imposing physical characteristics
associated with that shallow
generalization. A statuesque
six-footer with light golden hair
and a classically beautiful face,
she gets her share or
double-takes.
But Lhe foresight and
strength of purpose revealed by
the 24-year·old multi-talented
MSU junior in conversation
quickly dispels any notion that
the cliche might apply.
She recently came back to
her hometown of Murray after a
successful three-vear stint as a
singer and fashion model in
Atlanta to finish work on her
double major degree in speech
and business.

BEHIND THE CAMERA, Dianne West tries out the back side of a
t•evision camera in one of her c l - . Shl wants to INrn to -ite,
produce, and handle other behind·th•sc:enes television duties with m.
same assurance and capability that she demonstrates in front of the
camera.

MSU coed,y invited to attend
.
women 's concern 's meettngs
The Council for Women's
Concerns under the leadership of
Debbie Constantine meets every
Thursday at the UCM at 4:30.
All interested women are invited
to attend and particiapte. The
women's organization works in
conjunction with the Student
Government.
The council hopes to
accomplish realistic goals such as
publishing a newsletter about
women on campus and around
the nation and obtaining a
leading woman speaker for the
spring Insight series.
They also hope to publish a
survival pamphlet Cor college
coeds explaining their role in the
classroom, dorm life, off-campus
living or married lite. lt will
suggest places to shop and give
helpful hints to acquaint girls
with all facets of the college and
the community.

HUIE'S
Flo wor Shop
1 BLOCK
FROM

CAMPUS

They hope to establish a
free day care center as a long
range j.loal.
The two representatives
from the Student Organization
are Barbara Carson, senior
representative (rom Colonia,
N.J. and Lyndy Gresham, junior
representative from Fredonia.
"The Council was organized
to encompass all women in
campus, single and married, to
work with the Student
Government in fulfilling their
needs," commented Barbara.

"There has never been any
intention on my part to give up
my singing career," she explains,
"but I want to widen my
capabilities In radio-television so
I can write or produce or handle
other behing-the-scenes duties a.c;
well as perform in front or the
camera.''
Her career in the Georgia
capital city was focused
primarily on the more
sophisticated type supper clubs
where she was featured as the
vocalist with a well-known
instrumental group. Her
modeling was done on a
part-time basis with some of the
big Atlanta department stores.
The daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Joe D. West, of Murray,
worked for about a year as an
executive secretary in the
bustling metropolis before she
got the break &he bad envisioned
since she began her singing
<.'areer at age 15 with a folk
group in Murray.
"1 t took time to get the
exposure and recognition," she
reminisces. "First 1 did a few
one-nighters, then took some
weekend jobs, and finally got
my chance to sing on a regular
six-nights-a. week basis."
Reference to her unusual
height brings a twinkle to lively
hazel eyes and she counters
drolly that she has "enjoyed
every inch or it."
"Competition in the
entertainment business In the big
city is dog-eat.dog. Anything
that makes you stand out as
different such as my height
serves as added advantage in the
scramble tor recognition."

PALACE DRIVE-IN

Special
Big Hamburger Steak
with cote slaw, French fries, hot rolls & butter

Reg. $1.50

$1.09
Tuesday & Wednesday

Phone 753-3981
Ill s. 15th

February 8

&9

Besides music, she has other
pursuits that are enough to keep
most people occupied full·lime.
She is an accomplished and
self-taught seamstress who
makes all her own show clothes
and a yellow belt karate devotee.
This woman on Ute move also
enjoys swimming, water skiing,
boating and horseback riding.
An animal lover, Miss West
had nine cats-"you might say
wall-to·wall felines of the alley
variety"-·sharing her Atlanta
apartment with her at one time.
She brought only one of them
with her when she came home to
pick up at Murray State where
she left off four years ago ln
search or a career.
Although she wants to stay
in the field of music and
entertainment "because it is
exciting and personally
(ulfilling," she has had the yen
to return to the classroom for
some time.

"Preparation Is an absolute
necessity if I am to reach my full
potential so I can take advantage
of whatever opportunity waits
ahead of me," she philosophizes.
"I'm merely determined to
assure that 1 will be ready when
it comes."
Despite her success, she has
her feet on lhe ground with no
fantasies about becoming a
movie star or big·time television
name.
"Certainly that sort of thing
would be nice, but it happens
only to a few of many," she says
with a smile. "I have too much
realism to expect that instant
stardom lightning to strike me."
Her aspirations are much
more matter-of. fact:
"Learning everything I can
about aU phases of the business
and continuing to take a
day-to-day intense pride in what
I do-these are the true values to
me."

l'boto by WU.Oo Woolley

IT'S STUDY TIME for Dianne West of Mu"ay, who has returned tom.
classroom as a junior after three years as e profesional si1'91r and fashion
model in Atlanta. She is shown making preparation for ont of her classes as

fRUIT OF THE Loo~1

pu~s

n

all ~ogether
wi~h

new
Super Suit
A fant;lStic value
at only

ll.95
You've never <;t;en .. nything like it before! Super-Suit
The gr~atest body suit going
jumpers. skirts, hot pants, long
pants-everything that's "in''
Fall. Fashion's latest all·in-.one
it's opaque and ribbed in 100
denier nylon. And yours in two
proportioned sizes for fabulous fit
and flattery. Mock turtle neck, snap
tab crotch, back zippN. In colors
that echo the richest shades of
autumn.

LITTLETON '

'•"
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Pom-pom squad adds spirit,
entertains fans with routines
For halftime and sideline
entertainment the pom-pom
squad adds spirit, color and
smiles to the audience at home
Racer ballgames.

A lot of practice goes into
each performance. For their
recent performance at the
Western game, the girls pracUced
nearly every night for a couple
of weeks. Their usual practice
ses.->ions meet 3 nights a week for
about an hour.

The group of len girls
performing with pom-poms at
the basketball games made their
The ten girls who regularly
first appearance at the game
with Oral Roberts and have been perform are: Lucreta McCienney
noticeable on the scene ever and Hope Pillow, Louisville;
Kaye Mills, Campbellsville;
since.
Donna Schiavone, Yardville,
0 rganized last fall, the
N.J.; Anne Hall, Hopkinsville;
squad consists of 15 girls. A
Judy Curauro, Cahokia, Ill.;
workshop was held for
interested girls prior to tryouts Dianne Gray, Paducah; Mary
in which 35 participated. Margaret Hail, Calvert City; Pat
Judging was done on the basis of Burt and Debbie Burt, Clay City,
Ill.
poise, appearance, and dance
ability.
Dressed in Racer <•olors, the
Formerly known as the girls wear blue hotpants
Fillies, the group has iumosuits and yellow
contemplated a new name. But long-sleeved blouses with
for now, they're calling matching kneesocks and tennis
themselves the pom-pom squad. shoes. Each girl was responsible
Pboto by Wllsoo WooDey
for having her own outfit made.
The girls have gotten away from
the "leotard and tights" acts
With their colorful costumes
that the Fillies performed in the
past, and hope to bolster school and peppy dance routines the POM-POM GIRLS on the home balketball court are .,1 provided halftime entertainment at several games this
pom-pom girls are a spirited smil• and spirit • they perfOf'm their dance routine. INIOn.
spirit.
Ou tifttad in the 11:hool colors, the girls on the ~quad h.vt
addition for our side.
Their director, Pat Burt, a
senior rrom Clay City, 111., also
perforrru; with the squad, A
physical education and
11ecretarial science major
presently doing student teaching
at a local school, Pat wa.<> a
THANK YOU! '111at is what these moaey
member of the Fillies for several
saving
coupons are meant to say. We apyears and knows the ropes.
preciate yoar busiDeu...And remember
"I volunteered to direct the
Boone's Laundry and Cl~aners' high quaUty
pom-pom squad last fall since
Sanitone
Dry CleaniDg and fiDe aervlc:e
they needed a sponsor in order
to get organized," she says. "1
remain th ~ sanJf' ... NothiDg c:hallged but tbe
really enjoy working and
price!
performing with the girls."
BOONE'~---..~

Pom-poms are plentiful

ru

BOONE'S

LAUNDRY & CLEANERS
"The Cleaner Interested In You"

No ltmit on
what you bring
on each coupon.

Their uniforms and dance
routines are results of joint
efforts by director and girls.
"Pat thinks up the ideas and we
all work them out together,"
says Judy Curauro, a member or
the squad.

The
more
valuable
coupons you usl!
the more vou
save.
Take
the
coupons to any 5
convenient
Boone Cleaner

locatlor.s .

...........

LONG COA
Men's or Ladies
ea. 9 9 ' (Plain)
Bring any number. You must present
this coupon when you bring your ·

cleaning to Boone's Cleaners.
Coupon Good thru
February 29 1972

SAVE

psssssas.u'BOONE'~

On
your Dry

Feb. 4,5,6

Cleaning During
Boone Cleanen
Appreciation
Sale

"Me

Clip These

and

SWEATERS
ea. 69'
Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners.
Coupon Good thru
February 29, 1972

Student

Thei'

Savings
Coupo ns

.,_........,BOONE'..
s.s.w....-.:.,.
-

MEN'S SUITS
Reg. '1.60
ea. 99'
each

Bring any number. You must present
this coupon when YO:l bring your

Please turn in any
news events or
activities to
The N ews
by no?n Mon.
p nor to
Fri. publications.

All coupons Good
thru Febru•y 29,
1972 at all Boone's
Cleaners Stores.

cleaning to Boone's Cleaners.
Coupon Good thru
February 29, 1972

'B OONE'S
AUNDRY & CLEANERS
1

"The Cleaner Interested In You"

.-.-•BOONE'r~
· ~.-,

LADIES
PANT SUITS

and PLAIN DRESSES

ea.

$1.09

Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleanlni to

Boone's Cleaners.
Coupon Good thru
February 29, 1972

Available At All
Boone's Cleaners,
5 Convenient Locat10ns

13th & Main
6th & Poplar
5 Points
Story Ave.

r
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Drama

Calendar of Events

Drama club party Monday

Sock and Buskin sets open house
All students interested in
drama are invited to attend 11
party Monday at 4:30 p.m. ln
the Sock and Buskin room off
the lounge in the old Fine Arts
Bldg.

-

The party, sponsored by
Sock and Buskin, is to acquaint
students with the organization,
and to rind those who might be
interested in joining this
semester.
Assistant historian Roger
Humphrey, a junior from
Rumsey, explained what the
club will be doing.
"We have a lot of new
projects in mind for this
semester in addition to those of
the past," he said. "We present
radio shows every Friday night.
give puppet shows and perform
for groups who request us."
Tonight, at 8 p.m. on
WKMS. Sock and Buskin will
present its first Olde Time Radio
show of the semester. This
week's performance is directed
by junior Jim Scamahome from
Louisville, and is entitled "And

'Charlie Brown'
to be produced;
tryouts Feb. 15

Now, Direct From Fairy
Godmother Headquarters".
Written by Dan Posin, it is
on the scene coverage of an
up·dated version of the
Cinderella story.
'The cast includes:
Charlie Hall, Frankfort,

junior; Mike Hardy, Murray,
junior; David Bryan, Frankfort,
sophomore~ Buddy Beard,
Madisonville, senior~ Roger
Humphrey, Rumsey. junior;
Elaine Hamby, Greenville,
senior; and Susan Haaker,
Louisville, sophomore.

Drama Dept. announces
cast for next pr oduction
The cast of "The Skin or
Our Teeth••, University Theatre's
first production or the new
semester, has been announced
by director Robert E. Johnson.
This Pulitzer Prize winning
play by Thornton Wilder is the
story of an average American
family facing the peaks and
pitfalls of life.
For the first time,
University Theatre will present a
play in the new theater of the
Fine Arts Bldg. Production dates
have been set for March 9, 10,
11.
The cast includes:
Grey Hurt, Paducah,
freshman; Nancy Gordon,
Louisville, senior; Charlie Hall,
Frankfort, junior; Emily
Gnadinger, Louisville, senior:
Nancy Schempp, Murray, senior:
David Bryan, Frankfort,
sophomore; Mark Gibson,
Hickman, freshman.

SATURDAY, FEB. 5
Alpha Sigma Alpha open dance at the SUB, 9 p.m. till midnight.
Music by "Stumpdaddy."
MONDAY, FEB. 7
Sock & Buskin party for drama students. 4:30p.m. in lounge of
old Fine Arts Bldg.
''Notations No. 2," MSU creative writing publication goes on
sale for 50 cents at SUB and Faculty Hall.
TUESDAY, FEB. 8
Open dance in the SUB at 7:30p.m. featuring ''Ebony Webb"
£rom Memphis.
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 9
Student Govt. meeting at 6 p.m. on the 6th floor of the
Education Bldg.
THURSDAY, FEB. 10
Mardi Gras fiesta at 7 p.m. in the SUB ballroom.
Philosophy Colloquium at 3 p.m. In room 213 ot Wilson Hall
Featuring Dr. Wayne Sheeks on "Egoism of Man.''
·

Powell, Henton, junior; Jerry
Abbitt, Murray, junior; Mike
Hardy, Murray, junior; Rick
Willet, Eddyville, sophomore;
Jim Scamahome, Louisville,
junior; Paul Sargent. Sudbury,
Ontario, (Canada) junior~ Pamela
Riley, Mayfield, freshman;
Cathy Young, Calvert Cily,
freshman; Martine Collier,
Nashville, sophomore.
Barbara Fulton, Paducah,
senior; Roger Humphrey,
Rumsey, junior; Billy Chenault,
Louisville, junior; Gayle Holden
Columbus, Ohio, freshman; Sally
Hoback, Louisville, freshman;
Susan Haaker. Louisville,
sophomore; B rend a B e II • ,
Paducah, sophomore; Meg
Fitzgerald, Henderson,
freshman; and Elaine Hamby,
Greenville, senior.
Tickets tor the production
will be sold for $1.50. Season
tickets may also be used. For
further lnfonnation call the
drama office at 767-4421.

The Poppy Shoppe, Inc. 808
Chestnut Street 753-6100 We
Deliver
What is the Poppy Shoppe? Well for one thing it's fun,
then it's creative and it's beautiful. The Poppy Shoppe
will lift your spirits and will make you think of pretty
things.
You'll find the largest selection of imported dried
flowers, quality artificial flowers, candles, candle
holders, small gift items, ready made arrangements and
ready to be made arrangements, with you as the sole
designer. It's fun to shop where it's at, the Poppy
Shoppe on West Chestnut next to the Value Mart.
.Home . Office . Anniversaries . Birthdays . Special Days. Births.
Business Openings . Sympathy . Parties . Gifts . Hospital . Funeral

Say it with loveSay it with flowers

the
Auditorium.
Reader's Theatre is an extra
curricular activitv or the speech
dept. All students, however, may
participate in the program.
For further information,
conlact Mrs. Polly Zanetta or
Miss Judy Medford in the speech
dept. in Wilson Hall.

Student Health Sen.ice
Doctor's hours at
Student Health Service are:
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

the

1 p.m.-3 p.m.
1 p,m.· 3 p.m.
8 a.m.-10 a.m.
1 p.m.-3 p.m.
1 p.m.·3 p.m.
9 a.m.- 10 a.m.

Shock Absorbers

-·

Thet's whit inturence it for, to
take the bumps out of life end
make it .iust 1 bit ~moothet ride.
MFA Auto I MU~ can gin
you motoring protlction 8lliMt
thotebumps.
Shock lbtorben. We think _ •.,.
got .,.,. of the best. S.. your
locet MFA ..,etlt for the policy
foe you.

I

We will even give you a partridge in a pear tree.
If that's what turns you on

( Tht• l<~xfrnordhmry Unnk ,.
~ ·pE@PLES,BANK
£
(y
MURRAY

Three Convenient Locations

Doug W illoughby
505Ma;n
Ph. 753·1222

KY.

North Branch
12th & Chestnut

Main Branch
500 MAIN

South Branch
12th & Story
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Monday night tangle powerful Duquesne

Staggering Racers to host Govs
By RUSTY ELLISON
the conference, are coming to
Special Writer
town under the guidance or first
Murray State's
Racers year coach Lake Kelly. Last
return lo conference action season the Racers won both
tomorrow night in a home game games, 90-76 and 81-58, but this
against the Governors of Austin year the Governors come to
Peay, then take to the road Murray with what Kelly feels
Monday night for a contest with may be the most talented APSU
powerful Duquense at team ever.
Austln Peay is lead by three
Pittsburgh.
The Racers, 2-4 in the OVC, Kentuckians. Top scorer for the
desperately need a win over the Govs is 6-7 forward Howard
Governors. Murray State holds a Jackson, a sophomore from
23-1 series lead, the single loss Lexington. Jackson, a transfer
from Oakland City College, Is
coming in 1967 at Calrksville.
The Governors, also 2·4 in averaging 20.6 points a game.

Greg Kinman, a 6-9 junior
center from Florence, is
averaging 16.9 points. Kinman
was also the 28th leading
rebounder in the nation last year
as sophomore. 'The other front
line post is held down by
another junior, 6-4 Eddie
Childress from Madisonville,
who is scoring at a 15.1 clip.
Tom Santel and John Reid,
two 5-11 guards averaging 8.5
and 8.3 respectively, rou nd out
the starting five.
In Duquesne, the Racers
face a twice-beaten team that is,

according to Coach Cal Luther,
"one of the biggest we'll play all
year."
Tallest of the Dukes is 6-9
center Lionel BiUingly. Only a
sophomore, Billingly is the
leadi n g scorer (23.2) and
rebounder (13.6) on the squad.
He has connected on 50 per oent
or his field goal attempts.
Two 6·5 forwards and
guards that measure 6-3 and 6-4
make up the remainder of the
starting five.
Coach Luther asserts that
"B illingly in the pivot is

something else. They are a real
fast-breaking club with good
reserve strength. Coach Overton
scouted them against Army last
Saturday and he says they are
one or the best teams he's seen
all year.''
T he Dukes, having won 14
games this year, opened thei r
season with 73-63 win at home
over Morehead. Their only Joss
at home this eason was a 70-69
setback at the hands of Eastern
Michigan.

Where did it go?
RACERS STEVE BARRETT (left)
and Ron William• (above) illustrate
one of the problems that the Murray
team faced Monday night again~t
WHtern's Hilltoppen. The Racer•
had 14 111rnovers which led to their
18Cond home OVC 1011 t his year,

Pboto by Wilaon Woolley

T aylor scores 26 in home r eturn

Racers suffer 4th OVC loss
as Western nips MSU, 71-70

-

The Murray State Racers
suffered their fourth conference
defeat of the season last Monday
night in the Sports Arena as the
Western Kentucky Hilltoppers
nudged past the Racers 71·70.
Murray opened the game
with a splendid defensive effort
which forced numerous steals
and turnovers enabling the
Racers lo open up a 15-8 lead.
The explosive bulge set the
overflowing Den afire in the
opening minutes.
After Western had called
timeout, however, the tide began
to turn. The crowd lost much or
its excitement as the Hilltoppers
began edging away at the
advantage. Jerome Perry finally
Lied the contest up at 22-22 with
9:17 remaining in lhe initial
stanza.
The Toppers added two
more baskets and the
momentum had completely
changed hands. Murray Cell
behind 37-31 with 1:43 in the
half. William's jumper 30
seconds later trimmed the lead
to four at intermission.

Murray fought back in the
early stages of the final period
and eventually knotted the game
at 42-42 with 16:39 left in the
game. The lead exchanged hands
several times with Les Taylor,
making his first starting
appearance in three weeks,
canning eight straight points to
keep the Racers alive.
~lurray pushed ahead 65-62
when Taylor grabbed Starks'
second free throw loss which
rimmed out and layed it back in.
The play came with 4:27
remaining in the game.
Western, however, scored
five or the next six points to go
back on top 67-66. Steve Barrett
stole the ball after Western had
obtained possession on an
offensive foul and laid it in to
put :Murray ahead 68-67 with a
1:32 remaining to be played.
A missed Barrett shot ended
in a nightmare as Tony Stroud
raced the length of the noor and
dropped in an ea.o;y two polnL'I.
The Racers' missed another close
in shot to give Western
possession with only 25 seconds

to play.
Taylor finally fouled Jerry
ounn who capped the disaster
by connecting on both ends of a
one-plus situation giving Western
a ' -o~ 1ead w1th 11 seconds
left. Murray's Taylor drove the
ball and pas.'!ed to Barrett who
connected on a 25-footer with
Lwo seconds showing on the
clock.
Murrny called timeout in a
futile attempt to obtain
possession, however, the move
was in vain and Western won the
Ull71-70.
Taylor appeared in his usual
form pouring in 26 points while
raking 11 caroms to capture ,. .._.;,_.game honors in both categories.
He was assisted In scoring
by Barrett with 15, and Ron .....L...i-_ _ . . . . _......~-~.____..,---....,._ _ _...__= Pbo&o by WUaon w oou.,.
Williams and Marcelous Starks
with 10 each. Starks also cleared
10 retrieves, as Murray
outclassed their opponent!>
LES TAYLOR, Murrey's All-America candidate, driv• the baseline for two
42-32 on the boards.
of his 26 points in the 71 ·70 loss to Western Monday "ight. W•tern's
The winners were led by
Granville Bunton (50) and Jerry Dunn (55) try to stop Taylor " the
Jerry Dunn who grabbed 10
Hllltoppers' T wry Davis watch•. T he win put Western in a tit for first
piece in the OVC with Eastern, while the Racers dropped into e tie for
rebounds while tossing in 16
with Austin PtiY for ~~!It place.
points.

Tay lor lets loose
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MSU edges WKU 90-86

Mur r ay Baby Racer s
beat Western's frosh
Murray Stale's Baby Racers, Western Kentucky Monday
raiing a 58 point second half night, 90·86.
The Murray rreshmen,
outburst, eased past the frosh of
,

I

''' •

Pboto by Allen Cwminlham
MURRAY'S FRESHMAN CENTER, Mike Coleman (41), attempts • tip· in
8pinst the Wenern y ..rling~. Western's G•ry W1tkins (c;ent•r) Jerry Bundy
(51), •nd Bruce Frazier (behind Bundy) go for the rebound •• Murray's
L•rrv Kelty (12) •nd T.C. J•mison (301 look on. Coleman's 24 pointl•nd
nine rebounds htiptd the B•bv R~rs gain their 10th victory eplnst four

det..u.

Our Foes

coming off an 89-88 loss to
Middle Tennessee, ended WKU's
five game winning streak. The
Western :;treak ended despite
some torrid 53.4 per cent
shootl!]g.
•
The Batiy Racers trailed at
' the half 33.32, bul moved" to a
39-35 lead with less than two
minutes gone in the second half
when guard DarnE-ll Adell
complet.ed a lhree.point play.
Western. however, hitting
10 of the first 13 shots they
attempted in the second half,
edged back out in front 50-48
with 14 : 30 remaining .
Hilltopper forward Kent Allison
led the charge. scoring from 15,
8. and 15 feet in less than a
minute.
The Western frosh upped
their lead to four on another
basket by Allison, but Adell
came back with four quick
points to knot the score at 54-54
with 12:30 left.
The score see-sawed back
and forth for the next seven
minutes. The Baby Racers
opened up a 76-71 lead with
4: 35 remaining but Western was
not through yet. Even though
Jerry Rundy, who had
connected on l1 of 15 for the
Hilltoppers fouled out with 2 : 23
to play. WKU pulled within one
point at 83-82 with two minutes
sUII on the clock.
15 se c ond s later a
three·point play by T.C. Jamison
gave the Racer frosh an 86-82
lead. Allison countered with two
free throws, but a spectacular
off·balance shot by Adell made
it 88-84 with 1:05 to go.
Murray's Mike Coleman

Jamison scores two
T.C. JAMISON, the Baby R1c;ers' st•ndout forw•rd from South Bend, Ind .•
a reverM layup during Murrey's 90-86 win over the Western frosh.
Murray's Ronnie Redmon (451 end Western' s Bruce Frazier !left) obMrve
the .c:tion. Jamison's 16 points and tt•m·lelding 10 rebounds sparked the
Baby R~r vic;tory.

puts up

missed the first shot of a bonus
situation with 44 seconds to
play, but an offen..c;ive foul by
Allison gave Murray possession
with 0:40 left on the clock.
Adell put the game out of reach
with two free throws in the nnal
30 seconds, and WKU scored
two more to make the final

90·86.
Five Racer freshmen scored
in double figure.;. Adell led the
way with 27, followed by
Coleman with 24 and Jamison
with 16. Ronnie Redmon and
Larry Kelley each added 10.
The Hilltoppers were paced
by Allison's 26 and Bundy's 22.

~lcomfl 'Back

TO COLLEGE

Eastern, Western top 0 V C;
East Tenn. threatens lead
The Western Kentucky
Hilltoppers moved into a first
place tie with befallen Eastern in
the toppsy-turvey Ohio Valley
Conference basketball race.
The Toppers anhilated
Austin Peay In Bowling Green
Saturday night and then nudged
past the Murray State 71-70 in
the Den the following Monday
night.
Their sudden advancement
was somewhat or a surprise.
Although the Toppers have
displayed some excellent
basketball against rugged
com petition they have also
managed to barely escape
disast.er on several occasions.
Despite Western's rise
casting a shadow over the OVC
title race they were
overshadowed by East Tennessee
in performance.
The Bucaneers lived up to
their name and did what they
have always done best; piercing
the leader's bubble. Only it
usually happened in the distant
lands of Johnson City on the
Bucs' home court.
Last Monday night, East
wrote a new chapter by nipping
solid favorite Eastern in
Richmond. Although Captain

Cook and Sir Francis Drake were
not on hand. Henry White was.
Whlte duplicated his brilliant
effort of Saturday night when he
canned a 25-footer to sink
Morehead.
This time be connected
from 15-feet away. He also was
credited for the Bucs' victory
over the Univetsity of Richmond
with another last second shot
earlier this season.
Morehead moved into a
third place tie with a 101-90
victory over Tennessee Tech in
Morehead. The Eagles now sport
a 3-3 conference mark. They are
joined by Tech. East Tennessee,
and Middle Tennessee.
The Blue Raiders evened
their mark the same night with a
54-50 decision over Austin Peay
in Clarksville. The Blue Raiders
needed the victory to offset
their 73-64 loss to Murray two
nights before.
Austin Peay and Murray
now share possession or the
cellar spot with identical 2-4
conference slates. The Govs
meet the Racers Saturday night
to decide which team will
maintain its possession of the
not-so coveted place.

VISIT THE
STEREO HEADQUARTERS
\

\
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Behind the Grecian Steak House
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Tom Chady

5 Kentucky players
selected in pro draft;

Enthusiasm seems to be dying;
OVC foes no longer fear Den?
Last Monday night nearly

7000 fans jammed the Sports
Arena Cor the annual emotional
meeting between the "Big Red"
and the "Big Blue". The
exc itement and stirring of
partisan fans was more than
enough evidence that Western
was in town.
The spectators kept their
spirits high by knocking a
beachball around In the crowd
prior to the opening tipoff. The
presence of the ball ended
somewhat of a tradition which
had been openly criticized by
several conference opponents.
The tradition of
confiscating visiting conference
team ' s wann-up basketballs
seemi n g has disappeared.
A I though such perfonnances
received much criticism, it did
aid to psych the restless
onlookers.
I t seemed, however, as
though for the first time the
atmosphere of the crowd died
relatively early in the contest
and never really ever peaked
agai n. l n past years, the
vibrations could be felt even in
the nnal seconds of the game.

Monday night, however, It didn't
feel the same.
The Den which used to be
the most feared court In the
conference has seemingly lost
some of its bite. The Racers have
now lost two of three home
contests. It used to be that when
the team let down the crowd
picked up and often reversed the
tide in many similar contests.
Although Murray's chances
of placing first or even second in
the OVC is unlikely at the
present time, u nless teams enter
the Den knowing the fans and
pep band as well as the team will
tum them back, Murray may not
even finish with an evem
conference mark.
The introduction of players
draws a stan di ng. a n d
overwhelming ovation which
should be consistent throughout
the game.
The Racers still can finish
with a respectable conference
slate, but more important at this
stage, the Den and its lnhabitors
can show its guests the backing
and enthusiasm unmatched by
any team around.
Little things, like more

participation in the cheers, more
use of the deafening pep band
and a longer blue rug might
retu rn some or the emotion
which has seeped out. A new
trad ition miahL even be started
such as the initiation of the
waving of blue towels.
I would like to add ,
how~er, that the response given
to special guests at our ball
games is by far the best around.
The warm and enthusiatlc
welcome exerted is quite a
tribute to any young prospect.
Saturday night the Racers
host Austin Peay. It is probably
the most crucial game of the
year. A loss for the faltering
Racers would drop them into
sole possession of last place. A
win, on the other hand, would
improve their chances greatly or
finish ing with a .500 conference
slate.
I am sure the team will be
out to do what they were
expected to do before Les
Taylor was Injured.
Let's show Austin Peay
tomorrow night and the rest of
the OVC battalion that the "Big
Blue" Is on its way back.

No cro1vn at stake

Baseball outlook for '72 good
By Roy B. Hale
Murray State baseball fans
will n ot have t o worry
themselves sick this year hoping
that their Breds will win their
eighth OVC crown, simply
because there will be no league
champ for 1972.
The accelerated academic
schedule used by tbe Kentucky
schools connicts with the older
type of system employed by the
schools in Tennessee, so OVC
officials suggested that no league
standings and/or championships
will be decided lhis year. So,
Racer fans will have to wait until
next year before they can
witness another possible OVC
crown.
A I though no conference
race will be decided this season,
John Reagan, beginning his 15th
year at the helm of the MSU
baseball corps, is very
enthusiastic about his clubs
c hances or having a very
successful season.
The Breds were 24·15 last
season and 4·3 in play against
other conference foes, although
last season saw no league champ
either.
The team wasn' t drastically
hurt by graduation, although
several top notch pit.chers were
lost. Several standouts are back

Your best po li cy
coul d be an MFA
Life Po 1 icy.
t-IF'A Go lden

Emblem Life
Ins urance .. .
Se e your
MFA Agent .

Doug Willoughby
505 Mai n
Ph . 753·1222

I

.

If it haa anytkint
~
to do with inaunance/ do it
bettel

incl uding: infielders Steve
Barrett, Mike Bono, Dave
Bradford, Ron Rudnick ,
catchers R ick Bieterman and
Rick Weisman, and outfielder
Steve Seltzer.
Barret t
was a n
all-conference second baseman
last year. He led the team in
batting with an excellent .388
average. Bono, a junior from
Vincennes, Ind., is retumin~ at
first base. He hit .315 lasl
season.
Bradford and Runick are
both seniors. Bradford, from
Heath , was selected
all-conference the past two
seasons. He plays shortstop and
batted .301last spring. Rudnick,
from New York, is the Breds
third baseman. He hit .237 last
year.
Weisman and Beiterman
rotate behind the plate.
Weisman. a sophomore, batted
.349. Beitennan is a junior from
Ulinois.
Steve Seltzer, who rotated
with Bono at first base last
spring has been shifted to the
outfield. Seltzer is a senior Crom

MSU stars overlooked
Five players from Kentucky
colleges and one Ohio Valley
Conference player were among
the 442 selected in the National
Football League draft Tuesday
and Wednesday.

in the loth round to the
Vikings,
Murray State prospects,
Stan Watts, Frank Head, Glenn
Fausey and Dave Ford were not
selected,

Two University of Louisville
p layers went in the early rounds.
Larry Ball, a defensive end, was
chosen in the fourth round by
the Miami
Dolphins. Amos
Martin, a linebacker, went in the
sixth tl)und to lhe Minnesota
Vikings. Both were standouts on
a Cardinal team that compiled a
7-3·1 record last season.
Joe Federspiel, All·America
linebacker from the University
of Kentucky was picked by the
New Orleans Saints in the fourth
round. Teammate Bill Bushong,
a defensive end, was selected by
Green Bay.
Wil li e Rogers . from
Ken tucky State was the only
other player in the state to go.
Rogers is a running back and was
selected by Houston.
Mike Sivert, a guard for East
Tennessee, was the only player
chosen from the OVC. He went

Paducah. He batted .311 last
season and along with Weisman
led th.e club In home runs.
Two junior college transfers
have helped bolster the team
effort. They are Steve Coulson,
20 yr. old junior from Fisk, Mo. ,
and the Most Valuable Player in
Mo. Jr. College baseball last
year, and George Hopkins, 20
yr. o ld junior from West
Frankfort, Ill., h o ldi ng
all-conference honors and a
strike-out ratio or 11 per 9
innings.
The Racers have a 49-game
schedule for this season with 34
of these games at home, which is
very unusual for a baseball team.
Murray at so may have
established a school sports first
by having an Ivy League school
scheduled. Brown University is
scheduled for fou r games with
the Racers in April.
Reagan has established a
winning tradition at MSU in his
fifteen years with an impressive
257-124 record and this year's
crop or players seem to be some
of his most impressive ever.

birth
defects
reforeve
•.. unless
you
help.

All-Jersey Milk

Is my favorite!
It tastes
really good!

Scientific tests
prove that
All·Jersey
has more protein
than other milks
of the same
creamcontent

All-Jersey Milk

Is guaranteed
to come only from
100% Jersey herds. ,

You can't aet
any better than that!

Rlatch

of Dimes

Quad ra phonic Adapter
Model SQA-200
The transition from two-channel
stereo to fo ur-channel Ouadradial is
the next exciting step in the evolution
of perfect sound reproduction for the
home.
Ouadradial four channel sound
utilizes four separate speaker systems,
two in th8 front of t he room and two
in t he rear, to reproduce, with
st a rt ling r ea l is m, a ll o f the
d imensional aspects of music. The
same "all over" sound you experience
at a " live" performance.

CHUCK'S MUSIC CENTER
1411 Main Street

RYAN
MILK
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Intramural Basketball
In Independent East

Pi Kappa Alpha leads

Thang, Omega Psi Phi tied
Thang and Omega Psi Phi,
two undefeated teams, continue
to lead the East Division of
independent intramural
basketball. In second place, one
game behind, is BSU no. 1.
Omega Psi Phi, with Walter
Bumphus, the league's third
leading scorer showing the way,
trounced the Hill Gang 77-32.
Thang kept their record
unblemished with a 64-26

smashing of the Stars.
BSU no. 1 managed a 44-32
victory over the 'Breds to hold
down second place. The Vets
Club moved into a tie for third
with three other teams as they
beatthe Bowery Boys 41 -31.
The Linksmen, also til'd for
third, defeated the Strike Outs
47-37, while BSU no. •3 and
Bambi's Bombers were involved
in a double forfeit.

as Greek race tightens
Pi Kappa Alpha continues

Independent East
team
Thano
Omege Psi Phi
BSU no , 1
Bowery Boys
'Breds

LinkllT!en
Vets Club
Bambi's Bombers
Hill Gang
StrikeOuts
BSU no. 3
Stars

w-1

pet.

5-0
5-0
4-1
3-2
3-2
3-2
3-2
1-4
1-4
1-4
0-5
0-5

1.000
1.000
.800
.600
.600
.600
.600
.200
.200
.200
.000
.000

RoadRunners maintain supremacy;
F3F, Lucifer tied for second
The RoadRunners
Lucifer was the
maintained their commanding RoadRunners' ftfth victim,
lead in the Freshmen League of falling by a score or 39·29.
Franklin 3rd Floor stayed tied
intramural basketball.
with Lucifer for second with a
29-24 win over Hoyt.
Freshman League

The Richmond no .
3·2-Richmond no. 2 game and
the
Richmond
no.
3-1-·Richmond no. 1 contest
both ended up as double
forfeits.

to hold down the top spot in the
Greek league, with Sigma Pi and
Lambda Chi Alpha in hot
pursuit.
The Pikes kept their record
unl:tlernishedas they managed to
squeak by Sigma Phi Epsllon
3o-31. Sigma Pi struck back
after a loss t.o beat. Alpha Tau
Omega 41-30, and Lambda Chi
Alpha smashed Sigma Nu 45-28.
Sigma Chi won their second
in a row by defeating Kappa
Alpha 44 -38, while Alpha
Gamma Rho won a close one
over Tau Kappa Epsilon 27-26.

Greek League

Basketball Standings
team
Pi Kappa Alpha
igmaPi
Lambda Chi Alpha
igmaNu
lpha Tau Omega
Kappa Alpha
lgma Chi
lpha Gamma Rho
lgma Phi Epsilon
tu Kappa Epsilon

research into
bitth~
: prevention

UasketbalJ Standings
w-1

team
RoadRunners
Lucifer

5-1
3-2

F3F

3-2

1-4
Hoyt
1-5
R ichmond no. 4
R ichmond oo. 3-1 1·5
Richmond no. 3-2 1·5
Richmond no. 1
0.5
Richmond no. 2
0.6

pet.
.833

ONE Hour

.600
.600
.200
.167
.167
.167
.000
.000

SATISFACTION

Cleaners

GUARANTEED

CENTRAL
SHOPPING
CENTER
753-9084

February 7, 8, & 9

Well the holidays are over

Mon-Tues-Wed

SPECIALS

and it is time to get back

into the swing of things.
Make it easier with a trip to
Big B. With our weeldy
Cliff's Notes are areat any tune ,ou
need help 1n literature! We
recommend buy•na early so thai
you can use them as you study
the ass•aned play or novel and as
a helpful review puor to exams.
Gel the Cliff's Notes you need
today. You'll see why they're the
preferred study aid of 111illions of
students nahonw•Cit. IP.S) If your
dealer's out of a title, he can a,et
another last wtth Clitf"s "Hot Line",

.•••
.•.•
•

•

•

!
!

specials

and

student

Oily

Sl uc•

Here!

w

98( eo.
98¢ eo.
98¢ eo.

Trousers
Slacks
Sweaters
Plain Skirts

49¢ eo.
49¢ eo .
49¢ eo.
49¢ ea.

discount on Thursday you
~n't

lose.

.•

THURSDAY SPECIALS

r• c-8 11 "'• •• •••

Nearly 218 II tits -lhnys auila"•
wherever h t kl are sold

Dresses
2 pc. Suits
Coots

Trousers

49¢

2pc Suits

89¢

Slacks

49¢

Dresses

89¢

Sweaters

49¢

Top Coots & ~

89¢

Plain Skirts

49¢

Shirts

6/ $1.00

w-1

5-0
5-1
4-1
4-2
3-3
2-4
2-4
1-4
1-4
1-5

pet.
1.

.833
.800
.667
.500
.333
. 333
. 200
.200
.167
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Murrey State News

Gain Indy West lead

Prog. Info.

7~3314

Racers beat Outsiders
The Racers gained sole
possession of first place over the
Outsiders and Mob in

were never headed. They ?icked
up a 35-32 victory.
Mob kept alive in the race as

in d epen dent in lramural
basketball's West Division.
In the showdown between
the Racers and the Outsiders,
the Racers went ahead early and

they handed previously
unbeaten Undisputed 'I'ruth
Lheir first loss 48-37. The 5 Fitz
edged

BSU no. 2

28-26 in

overtime for lheir second
victory.
In a b attle between
non-winners, the Sphinx Squad
managed a 31-27 win over the
Cord Rippers, and the Snakes
won a 1·0 for feit game over
Alpha Kappa Psi.

Late Show

Fri. and Sat.
All Seats $1.50

Indc~pendenl We~ t

Basketball Standing11
188m
Racer$
Mob
utslden
Undisputed Truth
Snakes
Alpha Sigma Alpha
Fitz
phinx Squad
SU no. 2
ord Rippers
lpha Keppa Psi

w-1

50

5-1
5-1
3-1

3-3
2·3
24
1-3

1-4
1·4
1-5

pet.
1.000
.833
.833
.750
.600
.400
.333
.260
.200
.200
.167

Champ ions, R aiders
tied fo r Dorm lead
The Champions and Raiders
lead the Dormitory League of
intramural basketball with
identical 6-1 records, while three
teams remain In second place.
The Champions kept their
share of the lead with a 35-24
victory over the Baby Racers,
who dropped inlo second place.
The Raiders clobbered the
Chokers 55-30 to keep pace.
The Red Shirts dropped
... Mudd into second with a 28-25
win, while the Rebels remained
tied for the runner-up spot with
a 1·0 forfeit victory over the
Fearsome 5.
The 5th Floor Gang won
their first game by blasting the
Centaurs 59-25.

TONIGHT and SAT.

WALT DISNEY'S

• LIVIIIO tm·Vanishlng
DESERT ·- Prairie £
*SUN. - MON. - TUES. ONLY*

leas
i/cfren

Pho to by Allen CuDAincbam

]umpin' )ehovahphats!
Dormitory League
Baske tball Sta ndings
team
Champions
Reiders
Mudd
Baby Racers
Rebels
Red S hirts
Chokers
5 th f loor Gang
Centau rs
f earsome 6

W·l
5-1
5-1
4-2
4-2
4-2
3-3

1-5
1·5

DARNE LL ADE LL (24) d rives toward 1he ba*et du ring action in the
Murray-Western freshmen game Monday night. Western's Lerrv Arrington
(left) e nd Ed Gampfer (center) attempt to block the shot ll5 Baby Racers
Larry Kel ly I 12) a nd Pete Roney (right) prepet8 for the rebound. Adell's
27 poin ts led the Baby R_,s to a rousing 90-86 vict ory C/111.,. the rival
Hill toppers.

.~OLLEGE
across from

I

SHOP

MSU Library

0-6
0-6

Women's track
season to open
The women's track team
will begin their season Feb. 12
with the Mason-Dixon Games in
Louisville These games are open
to high schools, colleges, and
future or past Olympic
participants.
Murray has a team entered
in the Kentucky College
Invitational Relay-made up of
Carla Coffey, Deb Haffer, Judy
Lennon, and Bonnie Dykman.
Murray State bas also sent in
statistics in hopes to qualify
Carla Coffey and Deb Haffer for
the hurdles and ror Carla to
participate in the long jump.

Only one animal kills
just for the sport of it. . .
. . . guess which!

New shipment of
Spring
suits, sportcoats
~ Spring men's wear has just arrived ! We
have suitr, sportcoats and shirts in the latest
styles, two-tone and solid color shoes, with
the new 1 3/4" heels, and flair double-knit
pants.
The sale on all fall and winter
merchandise is still o n! So come to shop &
save! Visit us & see Hayden Rickman,
Johnny Rickman, Jimmy Brandon, and
George Smiley Ill.

Open 6:30 - Start 7:00

* TONIGHT - SAT. & SUN.*
;

I

The story of Hitler's Love Camps

PLUS

~~sHOTGUN

WEDDING''

Frld.y, FebnarV 4, 1972

Civil rights, conduct
(From Page One)

said be heard Dr. Sparks say,
" You've had your say, now leave
quietly."
When the security police
entered the ballroom upon the
request of Dean S?arkm.an,
Green testified he saad twace,
"I'm going to ask you to leave
on your own or we'll have to
take other measures."
Mary Crawford was the only
black witness to testify she saw
the security officers ask the
group to leave.

Said they weren' t going
Dr. Hogancamp testified the
blacks said they weren't going
andcouldn'tbe made to go. When
the removal or the blacks began,
there was a scuffle in which
Mapp and three officers fell to
the rio or. Mapp admitted
elbowing and hitting officer
Eugene Rogers in the head and
trying to kick him outside the
SUB.
According to Dr.
IHogancamp, Mapp and Lowery
resisted removal. He
demonstrated how he helped
physically eject Lowery. He said
he was concerned with the
safety or the students and said,
"They may have been in more
danger than they realized."
Black students testified the
main body of blacks walked out
of the ballroom unassisted. Said
Mapp, "We didn't have the
number or size to quell these
eight officers. Everything that
was done was in self-defense."
Green said no night sticks or
blacks were used, and no
weapon& were drawn. He

recalled sJur language being used of racial discrimination."
by the blacks as they were No discrimination question
removed. Testimony indicated
vulgar language was used on
The University lawyer
both sides, especially during the Overbey countered this with
removal or the students from the contending "the question of the
building.
hearing was not discrimination
but whether or not the decision
Brutality charges
of the disciplinary committee
The blacks contended will stand."
unnecessary brutality was used
He continued lhat it wasn't
during the removal. Carolyn
essential to find each of the five
Smith, then six months charges affirmative, that any one
pregnant, says she sustained
bruises when an officer shoved was sufficient. "In my opinion,
her against a car with his arm on the decision of the disciplinary
her neck and his body against committee was mild,'' he said.
her leg.
Suggesting pu nishment,
Lowery, Mapp, Parker, and Overby said expelling Lowery
Van Leer were handcuffed and and Mapp would be in line with
taken to city ball and arrested their resistance or the officers.
on charges or d isorderly For Parker and Van Leer, whose
conduct. City Judge Don conduct he .said was not as
Overbey threw away the charges, serious, he said suspension for a
reason i ng the r e was year would be adequate.
misunderstanding on both sides.
Ending the summation,
The fact that. the charges Overveyemphasized, "Don't be
were thrown away was a point misled to think this is a question
Allison emphasized · in his or civil rights, but a question of
·
summation. He said Dean conduct.,.
Sparkman testified the
Grievances the students
d isciplinary char ges were planned to present in the first
brought by the University place included wanting the
because the students were University to hire more black
indicted by Judge Overbey.
employees In positions such as
jan i torial and food
"Charges invalid "--AUison
services,instituting more black
"The disorderly conduct courses, and hiring black
charges were dismissed; instructors. Dr. Sparks cited as
therefore the (University) 16 the number of blacks now
charges were brought on an employed by the University.
invalid basis," stated Allison.
The two.day hearing held in
Alliso n by passed the Wells Hall was open to the
conduct of the students to sum public, with a gallery provided
up the defense with saying, "The where up to 15 students were
issue is simply that they able to view the proceedings at
attempted to present allegations one time.

ACCUSED STUDENTS James V•n L- II lleftl and Utv - Parker
test ified before t he Board of Regents du ring the ~ppeals heering
Tuesd•y.

Racers beat Parsons
The Murray State Racers overcame a 6·0 lead early in the
initial period to oust visiting Parsons College 80·66 last night
in the Sports Arena.
Murray ripped off ten points berore Parsons could manage
another field goal. The Racers went on to outscore their
opponents 36-19 to take a 36·29 advantage into the dressIng room.
The Racers were never headed In the second ha\t as
they opened a 24·point lead at 63·39 with 8:22 left in the
game. Coach Cal Luther sent in his reserves midway in
the second hair.
Parsons, capitalizing on numerous floor errors, closed to
within 14, the final margin, in the closing minutes.
Les Taylor led all scorers with 28 points. He received
offensive help from Bill Mancini and Ron Williams who
collected 19 and 16 respectively. Mancini led all rebounders
by grabbing 13.
Murray collected 25 or 48 field goal attempt.c; for a 52.1
percentage. The Wildcats, meanwhile, bagged only 25 of
65 shots for a 38.5 percentage. The Racers also control·
led the boards, outrebounding Parsons 44 to 34.

JIM ADAMS IGA
Prices Good Through Next Tuesday
NOW OPEN 24 HOURS- MON. thru SAT.- CLOSED SUN.

IGA
SALAD
DRESSING

RED
.

qt. 10r 44

¢

~~ ~
--.~..,"
IGA
~
VEL VEET A - 2 lb box
CHEESE
$1.19
~#"'

RIPE

IGA
POT
PIE

TOMATOES
U.S. Choice

WHITE
GOLD
SUGAR

~

U.S. Choice

SWISS
STEAK

-

FAB
DETERGENT

19¢

10 lb bag

$1.09

KRAFT
MACA RON
DINNERS

\b 79~

CHARM IN
BATHROOM
TISSUE 4 roll pkg
gia nt size

BANANAS
39¢

lb 9¢

